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MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July26, 1975

MEMORANDUM
FOR:

JIM CONNOR

FROM:

DO

Here are the Departmental comments on the Rockefeller
Commission Report. The President has seen this.
It came in his outbox.
You have the action .

Attachment

~HE PBES I DENT HAS SEElT .......1
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In response to the President's memorandum of June 11, 1975
the Secretaries of Treasury and Defense, the Acting Secretary of
State and the Attorney General and the Director of Central Intelligence have submitted their comments on the Rockefeller Commission Report and its 30 recommendations.
In general the responses are compUmentary about the report
and concur with most of its recommendations. None of the responses
discuss the broader issues raised by the Commission Report such
as structural weaknesses in the CIA and other intelligence bodies.
Mr. Colby concurs in full or in part with 29 of the 30 recommendations. The only recommendation he opposes is number 4
which says consideration should be given to making at least part
of the CIA budget public. He notes that in many cases the recommendations have already been implemented. There are some recommendations that he has practical problems with, but in these cases
he suggests modifications.
The Attorney General states that his comments are preliminary
and emphasizes that the work required to develop guidelines recommended by the report has begun and that the questions and problems
raised by the recommendations are under study. Where applicable,
the Attorney General stresses that files now in the CIA's possession
should not be destroyed until Justice closes its case as to possible
criminal violations by CIA officials or employees and indicates that
Justice will prosecute any such violations with the same vigor it
would prosecute other criminal conduct. He also notes that many
of the recommendations bear directly on the operations of the Department of Justice since a change in the CIA's charter would carry with
it implications with respect to the responsibilities of the FBI.
State believes the Report gives a thorough review of CIA activities
and supports its principle recommendations which, if implemented,
would create a sound basis for the continuation of the CIA's responsibilities in the years ahead. State suggests that some of the recommendations concerning the internal organization of the CIA should be
held in abeyance until more study can be given to whether changes
are to be made in the ultimate organization of the CIA. If there is a
structural weakness, it may be that compartmentation within the
CIA permitted too many activities to proceed without adequate mechanisms for review or questioning. State opposes Recommendation 4
to release portions of the CIA budget. On Recommendation 5 to
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strengthen the oversight role of PFIAB, State questions whether
such a mechanism is capable of fulfilling the tasks recommended
in the report. In addition, State raises the issue of whether a
strengthened Board as described would end up, to some degree,
as a substitute for the NSC Staff.
Secretary Schlesinger finds that most of the Commission's
recommendations are thoughtful and constructive. In his opinion,
if implemented, the recommendations should significantly reduce
the likelihood of the CIA again becoming embroiled in controversial
domestic activity. The Secretary points out the necessity for some
changes in the recommendations. For example, he opposes the
release of the CIA budget (Recommendation 4) because of the
resulting increased pressure to release the budgets for sensitive
operations under his authority and because of the "intelligence"
information such release would provide. He is against full
implementation of Recommendation 5 on an expanded role for PFIAB
because such an increased role would place PFIAB in direct competition with the statutory members of the NSC as well as OMB and
the oversight committees of Congress. In particular, he emphasizes
that the NSC members are in the best position to assess the quality
of the intelligence collected and produced by CIA.
Treasury urges that those recommendations of the Commission
that the President decides to adopt be implemented promptly by
Executive Order to the extent authorized by law. For example
most of the organizational recommendations and the strengthening
of the Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board should not require legislative action. Secretary Simon feels strongly that a strengthened
Board composed of distinguished citizens of demonstrated leadership and integrity and with George Shultz as its chairman would
help restore public confidence in the CIA. The Board must have
ready access to information concerning CIA activities and should
be given responsibility for an ongoing review of CIA operations
and activities. Treasury believes that budgetary outlays for certain relatively open CIA activities (Recommendation 4) could
probably be released without any damage to the national security .
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RECOMMENDATION

(1)

a. Make explicit that the CIA's activities must be related to
foreign intelligence.
b. Clarify the responsibility of the CIA to protect intelligence
sources and methods from unauthorized disclosure. (The Agency
would be responsible for protecting against unauthorized disclosure
within the CIA, and it would be responsible for providing guidance
and technical assistance to other agency and department heads in
protecting against unauthorized disclosures within their own agencies
and departments. )
c. Confirm publicly the CIA's existing authority to collect
foreign intelligence from willing sources within the United States,
and, except as specified by the President in a published Executive
Order, prohibit the CIA from collection efforts within the United
States directed at securing foreign intelligence from unknowing
American citizens.

Colby concurs that the National Security Act be amended to clarify
CIA duties by insertion of the word ''foreign'' before the word
"intelligence" at the appropriate places in the Act. Colby also
concurs with the provisions clarifying the Agency's role in the
collection of foreign intelligence from US citizens. However
he has reservations about the proposed shift of responsibility for
protecting intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized disclosure from the DC! to the CIA. He believes the DC! is better
placed than the CIA to protect the Intelligence Community's interest
sources and methods of foreign intelligence. He suggests the proposed
amendment could be read to diminish the DC!' s coordinating function
in the Intelligence Community and suggests changes in the wording
of the proposed subparagraph 6 of the National Security Act. He
further suggests that appropriate language be included in subparagraph six to make clear that it is an exemption statute for Freedom
of Information Act purposes.
The Department of State notes that the proposed amendment would
strengthen and clarify the authority of the Director of the CIA to
protect against the unauthorized disclosure of intelligence sources
and methods but does not specifically address the problems of
other agencies concerned with national security. State says these
agencies now have no effective sanctions to deter the deliberate
disclosure of classified information. State therefore suggests
additional restrictions on and penalties against the disclosure of
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classified information by personnel in agencies of the National
Security Council.

Defense says that the present language in the National Security
Act makes the DC! responsible for protecting intelligence sources
and methods. The Commission's recommendation would revise
the Act to assign the functions to CIA as an agency. The DC!
rather than the CIA should continue to be assigned this responsibility.

Treasury and Justice have no specific comments on this recommendation.
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RECOMMENDATION

(2)

The President should by Executive Order prohibit the CIA from
the collection of information about the domestic activities of United
States citizens (whether by overt or covert means), the evaluation,
correlation, and dissemination of analyses or reports about such
activities, and the storage of such information, with exceptions for
the following categories of persons or activities:
a. Persons presently or formerly affiliated, or being considered
for affiliation, with the CIA, directly or indirectly, or others
who require clearance by the CIA to receive classified information;
b. Persons or activities that pose a clear threat to CIA facilities or personnel, provided that proper coordination with
the FBI is accomplished;
c. Persons suspected of espionage or other illegal activities
relating to foreign intelligence, provided that proper coordination with the FBI is accomplished.
d. Information which is received incidental to appropriate CIA
activities may be transmitted to an agency with appropriate
jurisdiction, including law enforcement agencies.
Collection of information from normal library sources such as
newspapers, books, magazines and other such documents is not to
be affected by this order.
Information currently being maintained which is inconsistent
with the order should be destroyed at the conclusion of the current
congressional investigations or as soon thereafter as permitted by law.
The CIA should periodically screen its files and eliminate all
material inconsistent with the order.
The order should be is sued after consultation with the National
Security Council, the Attorney General, and the Director of Central
Intelligence. Any modifications1of the order would be permitted
only through published amendm~n1s.

Mr. Colby concurs in this recommendation.
Treasury notes that in foreign countries they sometimes need to call
upon the CIA to help obtain information on the activities of individuals,
including US citizens who are potential threats to persons under
Secret Service protection. Treasury also notes that in many countries
the CIA is the best or only source of information on narcotics trafficking by US citizens and others. Therefore the proposed Executive
Order should not prohibit the CIA from collecting intelligence in
foreign areas about the domestic activities of US citizens who are
potential threats to persons under Secret Service protection,or who
may be engaged in narcotics trafficking and transferring such intel-
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ligence to the appropriate enforcement agency.
Justice notes that the functions of the FBI in domestic intelligence
and counterintelligence investigations ought to be quite separate
from the functions of the CIA. The problem is more than "proper
coordination." Domestic counterintelligence is within the responsibility of the FBI. Any information being held which is inconsistent
with the proposed Executive Order should not be destroyed before
Justice closes its case as to possible criminal violations by CIA
officials or employees.
No comments from State and Defense .

•

RECOMMENDATION

(3)

The President should recommend to Congress the establishment
of a Joint Committee on Intelligence to assume the oversight role
currently played by the Armed Services Committees.

Col by concurs.
State concurs suggesting that the new committee be given the responsibility for overseeing covert actions. This responsibility is now
apportioned among several committees.
Defense says the recommendation as written would give the committee oversight over the entire intelligence community. This would
result in serious jurisdictional problems between committees. The
recommendation should be rewritten to call for the establishment of
a Joint Committee on the CIA rather than a Joint Committee on Intelligence.
Treasury concurs and assumes the proposed committee would oversee
all foreign intelligence activities, not only those of the CIA. However
the proposed committee should not be given jurisdiction over the
purely domestic information gathering activities of such law enforcement agencies as the Customs Service, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms and the IRS. In establishing a Joint Committee, the
Congress should be urged to consider the need for protecting the security of intelligence activities and the establishment of realistic maximum terms for committee membership and chairmanship.
Justice wonders whether the proposed committee would be just
another oversight committee for the FBI as well, and notes that conflicts and confusion arise when there are too many committees
assuming an oversight function •
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RECOMMENDATION

(4)

Congress should give careful consideration to the question
whether the budget of the CIA should not, at least to some extent,
be made public, particularly in view of the provisions of Article
I, Section 9, Clause 7 of the Constitution.

Colby recommends that the Agency budget and certain classified
intelligence programs of the Department of Defense remain fully
classified and nonidentifiable. Mr. Colby says there is considerable
historical precedent for budget secrecy and believes that present
procedures are fully in accord with the Constitution. Public disclosure of Intelligence Community budget data could provide enemies
with considerable insight into the nature and extent of intelligence
activities. Publication of part of the budget would raise extensive
congressional debate as to what matters were and were not included
and would lead to a rapid erosion of the secrecy of the portions withheld.
State echoes Colby's point noting that budget publication would lead to
further demands for dis closure of other expenditures on intelligence
and for more detailed breakdowns. Over the years observation of
the trends of spending would provide an invaluable aid to foreign
intelligence services and wruld in some instances lead to identification of new programs and new areas of activity.
Defense takes the same line arguing that disclosure of the CIA budget
would create increased pressure to make public the budgets of the
other intelligence agencies such as NSA, DIA, the NRO. Publication
of a lump sum for any single year for any one of the intelligence
agencies might be relatively harmless but over a period of several
successive years such publication would reveal changes which could
point towards sensitive new projects.
Treasury suggests the CIA budget concerning relatively open activities
like research and analysis could probably be made public without any
damag~. to the national security. However budgeting for covert operations and for sensitive and technical programs such as aerial intelligence photography should not be revealed. Publication of the total
budget would create a public clamor for information on the hidden
expenditures and could also result in probing by unauthorized persons
to find out what programs are supported by these funds and the level
of funding for each program.
No comment from Justice •
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RECOMMENDATION (5)

a. The functions of the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board should be expanded to include oversight of the CIA.
This expanded oversight board should be composed of distinguished
citizens with varying backgrounds and experience. It should be headed
by a full-time chairman and should have a full-time staff appropriate
to its role. Its functions related to the CIA should include:
1. Assessing compliance by the CIA with its statutory
authority.
2. Assessing the quality of foreign intelligence collection.
3. Assessing the quality of foreign intelligence estimates.
4. Assessing the quality of the organization of the CIA.
5. Assessing ·the quality of the management of the CIA.
6. Making recommendations with respect to the above subjects to the President and the Director of Central Intelligence, and, where appropriate, the Attorney General.
b. The Board should have access to all information in the CIA.
It should be authorized to audit and investigate CIA expenditures and
activities on its own initiative.
c. The Inspector General of the CIA should be authorized to
report directly to the Board, after having notified the Director of
Central Intelligence, in cases he deems appropriate.

Colby concurs with this recommendation.
State wonders whether a part=time board, even with a full-time staff,
is capable of fulfilling all the recommended tasks listed in the Report.
The Board would inevitably become a large bureaucracy and, to some
degree, a substitute for the NSC Staff. Moreover the Report leaves
unclear whether it will monitor activities currently performed by the
40 Committee of the NSCIC. In addition, there is a risk the PFIAB
would become an intermediary between the CIA Director and the President. There should be a more precise definition of the Board's
responsibilities and functions, lest the new function of oversight with
respect to domestic activities be subsumed in a variety of other tasks.
Defense notes this recommendation would place the PFIAB in direct
competition with the statutory members of the NSC, OMB and Congressional oversight committees. The members of the NSC are in the
best position to assess the quality of the intelligence collected and
produced by the CIA. The PFIAB should retain flexibility in its charter
so that it can be used by the President for ad hoc projects and oversight functions. The President currently has sufficient authority to
utilize the Board in a broader oversight fashion if he so chooses •
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Treasury concurs in the recommendation noting that an Advisory
Board consisting of distinguished citizens could help reassure the
President, public and Congress of the integrity and quality of our
intelligence operations. Secretary Simon recommends that George
Shultz be appointed Chairman of the Advisory Board. Because of
its additional responsibilities the Board would have to meet more
frequently than it has in the past. The reporting relation between
the Inspector General and the Board should be st~engthened and
formalized and an important working relationship should be developed between the FlAB and the CIA Qeneral Counsel. The Board
would continue to draw on the views of other departments and agencies
concerned with intelligence activities. The Board would also have
access to reports and recommendations made by the Joint Congressional Committee. Thus it would be unnecessarily duplicative to
build up a large staff to perform investigatory functions although a
small permanent staff or secretariat definately would be essential.
No comment from Justice •
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RECOMMENDATION

(6)

The Department of Justice and the CIA should establish written
guidelines for the handling of reports of criminal violations by
employees of the Agency or relating to its affairs. These guidelines should require that the criminal investigation and the decision
whether to prosecute be made by the Department of Justice, after
consideration of Agency views regarding the impact of prosecution
on the national security. The Agency should be permitted to conduct such investigations as it requires to determine whether its
operations have been jeopardized. The Agency should scrupulously
avoid exercise of the prosecutorial function.

Colby endorses the recommendation saying that it reflects the de
facto situation. He says the final decision as to whether there
should be prosecution is solely the responsibility of the Department
of Justice after consideration of the Agency's views of the possible
damage which would be done by revelation of intelligence sources
and methods in such a prosecution.
The Attorney General says it is no longer Department policy, if it
ever was, to defer prosecutorial decisions to CIA, or cases concerning CIA activities. This Commission recommendation is a
good one, and the guidelines must make clear that the Department
will prosecute criminal conduct by CIA or its employees with the
same vigor it would prosecute any other criminal conduct.
No comments from State, Defense, or Treasury •
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RECOMMENDATION

(7)

a. Persons appointed to the position of Director of Central
Intelligence should be individuals of stature, independence, and
integrity. In making this appointment, consideration should be
given to individuals from outside the career service of the CIA,
although promotion from within should not be barred. Experience in intelligence service is not necessarily a prerequisite for
the position; management and administrative skills are at least
as important as the technical expertise which can always be found
in an able deputy.
b. Although the Director serves at the pleasure of the President, no Director should serve in that position for more than
10 years.

Colby endorses this recommendation adding the suggestion that
such individual also not be a partisan political figure.
Defense comments that it is a good idea to limit the tenure of the
DC!; however, if this is to be effective it needs to be written into
the National Security Act.
No other comments.
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RECOMMENDATION

(8)

a. The Office of Deputy Director of Central Intelligence should
be reconstituted to provide for two such deputies, in addition to the
four heads of the Agency's directorates. One deputy would act as
the administrative officer, freeing the Director from day-to-day
management duties. The other deputy should be a military officer,
serving the functions of fostering relations with the military and
providing the Agency with technical expertise on military intelligence
requirements.
b. The advice and consent of the Senate should be required for
the appointment of each Deputy Director of Central Intelligence.

Colby endorses this recommendation though he envisions its implementation in a somewhat different fashion. With the establishment
of a Deputy Director charged specifically with CIA management and
representation responsibilities, the other (military) Deputy could
most effectively perform the functions cited in the Commission Report
if he were primarily concerned with management of those Intelligence
Community responsibilities given (Colby) under the President's letter
of November 1971. The existing position of Deputy to the DCI for the
Intelligence Community should be the basis for defining the responsibilities of the military Deputy Director. The Deputy Director
principally concerned with the management of the CIA should be
both a civilian and a career Agency employee.
Defense sees much merit in this recommendation. Creation of a Deputy Directorate for a military officer would be accomplished by designating the Deputy Director for the Intelligence Community as that
position. Care should be taken however, in filling the other Deputy
spot. One should be alert to the possibility that the CIA professionals
might attempt to freeze out the DCI and keep him ignorant of what was
actually happening within the Agency itself.
No other comments.
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RECOMMENDATION {9)

a. The Inspector General should be upgraded to a status equivalent to that of the deputy directors in charge of the four directorates within the CIA.
b. The Office of Inspector General should be staffed by outstanding, experienced officers from both inside and outside the CIA, with
ability to under stand the various branches of the Agency.
c. The Inspector General's duties with respect to domestic CIA
activities should include periodic reviews of all offices within the
United States. He should examine each office for compliance with
CIA authority and regulations as well as for the effectiveness of their
programs in implementing policy objectives.
d. The Inspector General should investigate all reports from
employees concerning possible violations of the CIA statute.
e. The Inspector General should be given complete access to all
information in the CIA relevant to his reviews.
f. An effective Inspector General's office will require a larger
staff, more frequent reviews, and highly qualified personnel.
g. Inspector General reports should be provided to the National
Security Council and the recommended executive oversight body. The
Inspector General should have the authority, when he deems it appropriate, after notifying the Director of Central Intelligence, to consult
with the executive oversight body on any CIA activity {see Recommendation 5 ).

Colby concurs in this recommendation.
Defense says it is not necessary that the Inspector General be upgraded
to a status equivalent to the Deputy Directors at CIA. It is more important that he be given authority to conduct thorough investigations.
With regard to subparagraph 9 {g) Justice notes that this reporting
requirement is unobjectionable, but it should not be read as putting
the decision whether to bring allegations of criminal conduct to the
attention of the Department of Justice in the hands of persons outside
the CIA. Any possible criminal violations by CIA or its employees
should be reported directly and immediately to the Department of
Justice by the CIA Inspector General.
No other comments.
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RECOMMENDATION

(10)

a. The Director should review the composition and operation
of the Office of General Counsel and the degree to which this
office is consulted to determine whether the Agency is receiving
adequate legal assistance and representation in view of current
requirements.
b. Consideration should be given to measures which would
strengthen the office's professional capabilities and resources including, among other things, (1) occasionally departing from the
existing practice of hiring lawyers from within the Agency to
bring in seasoned lawyers from private practice as well as to hire
law school graduates without prior CIA experience; (2) occasionally
assigning Agency lawyers to serve a tour of duty elsewhere in the
government to expand their experience; (3) encouraging lawyers to
participate in outside professional activities.

Colby concurs in this recommendation and says that significant
changes in the composition of the Office of General Counsel and
its relationship to all the activities of the Agency are already underway.
Treasury concurs, but believes the recommendation should go further.
There should be a significant restructuring of the position of the CIA
General Counsel in the Agency organization and his role in the Agency
operations. The General Counsel should be a presidential appointee
subject to Senate confirmation. He should be given specific responsibility to review the legality of all Agency operations. He should work
closely with the Inspector General and both officials should regularly
report to the PFIAB or whatever other executive branch entity is
given an oversight role over foreign intelligence gathering activities.
No other comments.
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RECOMMENDATION

(11)

To a degree consistent with the need for security, the CIA
should be encouraged to provide for increased lateral movement
of personnel among the directorates and to bring persons with
outside experience into the Agency at all levels.

Colby concurs in this recommendation and is trying to put it into
effect. He points out certain difficulties which will limit the CIA's
ability to conduct such programs.
No other comments.
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RECOMMENDATION

(12)

a. The Agency should issue detailed guidelines for its employees further specifying those activities within the United States
which are permitted and those which are prohibited by statute,
Executive Orders, and NSC and DC! directives.
b. These guidelines should also set forth the standards which
govern CIA activities and the general types of activities which are
permitted and prohibited. They should, among other things, specify
that:
Clandestine collection of intelligence directed against
United States citizens is prohibited except as specifically
permitted by law or published Executive Order.
Unlawful methods or activities are prohibited.
Prior approval of the DC! shall be required for any activities which may raise questions of compliance with the
law or with Agency regulations.
c. The guidelines should also provide that employees with information on possibly improper activities are to bring it promptly
to the attention of the Director of Central Intelligence or the Inspector
General.

Colby concurs. Present guidelines and regulations will be reviewed
and detailed new guidelines will be promulgated. These issuances
will be incorporated in a revised Handbook of Employee Conduct and
Summary of Agency Authorities::< This new handbook will specify,
as it has since 1973, that employees are to report immediately any
possibly improper activities to the DC! or the Inspector General.
Justice comments that the guidelines on CIA employee conduct are
important and will not be easy to draft. The recommendation also
suggests that the DC! should approve all actions raising questions
of CIA authority. If any proposed activity raises the possibility
of criminal violation, the Attorney General should also be consulted.
No other comments.

:;:::

Which is circulated to each employee on entrance into the Agency
and annually thereafter .
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RECOMMENDATION

(13)

a. The President should instruct the Director of Central
Intelligence that the CIA is not to engage again in domestic mail
openings except with express statutory authority in time of war.
(See also Recommendation 23. )
b. The President should instruct the Director of Central
Intelligence that mail cover examinations are to be in compliance
with postal regulations; they are to be undertaken only in furtherance of the .CIA's legitimate activities and then only on a limited
and selected basis clearly involving matters of national security.

Colby concurs in the intent of this recommendation, although in
form it is directed to the President rather than the Agency. It is
fully consistent with instructions already issued and will be reflected
in internal Agency regulations.
Justice says the recommendation leaves open the question of whether
the CIA ought to participate in the opening of the mail of US citizens
abroad. Further, part (b) of the recommendation implies that the
CIA may conduct mail cover examinations in the United States. This
raises the question of whether the CIA rather than the FBI should be
conducting any domestic activities of this sort.
No other comments.
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RECOMMENDATION

(14)

a. A capability should be developed within the FBI, or elsewhere in the Department of Justice, to evaluate, analyze, and coordinate intelligence and counterintelligence collected by the FBI
concerning espionage, terrorism, and other related matters of
internal security.
b. The CIA should restrict its participation in any joint
intelligence committees to foreign intelligence matters.
c. The FBI should be encouraged to continue to look to the
CIA for such foreign intelligence and counter-intelligence as is
relevant to FBI needs.

Colby concurs in this recommendation as it affects CIA, reflecting
current CIA practice. He defers to the Department of Justice and
the FBI on matters affecting those agencies.
Justice says this recommendation raises serious problems. For
one thing, it suggests the development of an evaluation unit to coordinate intelligence and counterintelligence information. This could
be viewed as an invitation to create a new internal security organization for the purpose of keeping track of dissident domestic political groups. On the other hand, failure to create such an organization could be seen as perpetuating some of the difficulties suggested in the report. Justice is studying this recommendation to
determine the proper solution to this problem.
No other comments.
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RECOMMENDATION

(15)

a. Presidents should refrain from directing the CIA to perform
what are essentially internal security tasks.
b. The CIA should resist any efforts, whatever their origin, to
involve it again in such improper activities.
c. The Agency should guard against allowing any component
(like the Special Operations Group) to become so self-contained
and isolated from top leadership that regular supervision and review
are lost.
d. The files of CHAOS project which have no foreign intelligence
value should be destroyed by the Agency at the conclusion of the
current congressional investigations, or as soon thereafter as
permitted by law.

Colby concurs.
Justice says that because of the need for a rather strict separation
of the functions of the CIA and the FBI, the difficult question of
defining an internal security matter ought to be undertaken. The
recommendation also calls for the destruction of certain files of
the CHAOS project. No files of the CHAOS project should be destroyed
before the Department of Justice closes its case as to possible
criminal violations by CIA officials or employees in connection with
the CHAOS files.
No other comments.
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RECOMMENDATION

(16)

The CIA should not infiltrate dissident groups or other organizations of Americans in the absence of a written determination by
the Director of Central Intelligence that such action is necessary
to meet a clear danger to Agency facilities, operations, or personnel
and that adequate coverage by law enforcement agencies in unavailable.

Colby concurs in what he understands to be the intent of this recommendation but suggests somewhat more precision in its direction.
He believes recommendations 2 and 12 (b) should bar CIA from any
infiltration activities for the clandestine collection of intelligence
against US citizens. In the event of a clear danger to Agency facilities there should be mandatory coordination with the FBI or other
appropriate law enforcement agencies and any CIA activity should
be undertaken only in support of the duly authorized activity of such
agency. Colby is also concerned that the recommendation could be
read as prohibiting CIA utilization of persons with either bona fide
or assumed status of dissidents even though the CIA activity might
be directed exclusively against foreign intelligence targets. The
use of such American "cover" should not be eliminated but reporting
on the American activity in the process of building such "cover" should
be prohibited.
Justice says that on the basis of the Commission's Report, it is not
clear under what circumstances it would ever be necessary and proper
for the CIA to infiltrate domestic groups. Perhaps a briefing of
officials in the Department would lead to a better under standing of the
implications of this policy. In any case, there should be explicit
guidelines defining the Director's authority to order such infiltration.
No other comments.
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RECOMMENDATION

(17)

All files on individuals accumulated by the Office of Security
in the program relating to dissidents should be identified, and,
except where necessary for a legitimate foreign intelligence
activity, be destroyed at the conclusion of the current congressional
investigations, or as soon thereafter as permitted by law.

Colby concurs in this recommendation.
Justice says no files should be destroyed until the Justice Department's
investigation is completed.
No other comments.
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RECOMMENDATION (18)

a. The Director of Central Intelligence should issue clear guidelines setting forth the situations in which the CIA is justified in conducting its own investigation of individuals presently or formerly
affiliated with it.
b. The guidelines should permit the CIA to conduct investigations of such persons only when the Director of Central Intelligence
first determines that the investigation is necessary to protect
intelligence sources and methods the disclosure of which might
endanger the national security.
c. Such investigations must be coordinated with the FBI whenever substantial evidence suggesting espionage or violation of a
federal criminal statute is discovered.

Colby concurs but suggests greater prec1s1on. The DC! should
have the same administrative authority over CIA employees as any
other departmental or agency chief. In cases where evidence suggests a violation of Federal or State criminal statutes, the FBI or
appropriate local authorities should be informed and have the primary investigative role.* When evidence suggests a security problem but no espionage or criminal violation, the CIA should be authorized to conduct an investigation using lawful methods of surveillance, provided there is coordination with the FBI. When appropriate
the DC! will consult with the Attorney General with respect to issuance
of guidelines.
Justice comments that if the CIA is to avoid getting into law enforcement investigations, perhaps it should simply turn all criminal
investigations over to the FBI rather than "coordinate" with the FBI
or any other enforcement agency. The problem of separating law
enforcement from foreign intelligence is a difficult one. Justice has
the problem under study and will try to make a more definate statement later.
No other comments.

with CIA taking a supportive role
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RECOMMENDATION

(19)

a. In cases involving serious or continuing security violations,
as determined by the Security Committee of the United States Intelligence Board, the Committee should be authorized to recommend
in writing to the Director of Central Intelligence (with a copy to the
National Security Council) that the case be referred to the FBI for
further investigation, under procedures to be developed by the
Attorney General.
b. These procedures should include a requirement that the FBI
accept such referrals without regard to whether a favorable prosecutive opinion is issued by the Justice Department. The CIA should
not engage in such further investigations.

Colby endorses this recommendation but suggests several modifications. The USIB itself should be required to endorse a referral
to the FBI for further investigation if the FBI thereby would be
required to accept such referral without regard as to whether a
favorable prosecutive opinion is issued by the Justice Department.
Colby also reiterates his recommendation that a distinction be
drawn between a possible violation of law wherein the FBI or local
authorities have the primary investigative role and cases only of
apparent security vulnerability not constituting a violation of law
wherein the CIA should be authorized to undertake the primary role
in coordination with the FBI. He recommends that similar authority
be given to the heads of other intelligence agencies.
Defense notes that the National Security Act assigns the DCI responsibility for protecting intelligence sources and methods and the
Security Committee of the USIB provides staff support to the DCI.
Recommendation 19 should be written as follows:
(a)

In cases involving serious or continuing security violations,
as determined by the DCI, the DCI should refer the case to
the FBI for further investigation, under procedures to be
developed by the Attorney General. 11
11

Justice says this recommendation could raise serious difficulties.
For example, it would have the effect of putting the FBI in the
uncomfortable position of investigating a matter without reasonable
expectation of prosecution. The recommendation could be read as
requiring the DCI to refer all serious or continuing security violations
to the Security Committee of USIB for its determination whether the
case should be referred to the Department. The Director should be
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able to refer these cases directly without resorting to an intermediary.
No other comments.

•

RECOMMENDATION (120)

The CIA and other components and agencies of the intelligence
community should conduct periodic reviews of all classified material originating within those departments or agencies, with a view
to declassifying as much of that material as possible. The purpose of such review would be to assure the public that it has access
to all information that should properly be dis closed.

Colby concurs noting the recommendation contains the same injunction as Executive Order 11652 which provides for classification
and declassification of national security information and material.
Defense makes the same point.
No other comments.

•

RECOMMENDATION ('21)

The Commission endorses legislation, drafted with appropriate
safeguards of the constitutional rights of all affected individuals,
which would make it a criminal offense for employees or former
employees of the CIA wilfully to divulge to any unauthorized person classified information pertaining to foreign intelligence or the
collection thereof obtained during the course of their employment.

Colby concurs noting that he has submitted legislation to OMB in
line with this recommendation.
Defense suggests that the proposed legislation be broadened and
amended to read "Employees of any Federal Department or Agency
willfully to divulge .•• "
Justice says this recommendation raises controversial issues
similar to those raised in connection with some of the provisions
in S. 1. The Department of Justice will work with the CIA in
drafting any necessary legislation.
No other comments.
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RECOMMENDATION

(22)

The CIA should not undertake physical surveillance (defined as
systematic observation) of Agency employees, contractors or
related personnel within the United States without first obtaining
written approval of the Director of Central Intelligence.

Colby concurs noting that the requirement for the Director• s prior
written approval would apply to s orne activities by the Agency which
the Commission did not find objectionable. The intent of this recommendation can best be met by adoption of detailed internal procedures
which define those situations in which DCI approval for surveillance is required and those in which authority can be delegated to
the Director of Security or other subordinate levels.
Justice says this recommendation does not provide the Director
with any clear guidelines as to when and under what circumstances
approval should be given. It is not clear to what extent, if at all,
the CIA should undertake physical surveillance operations within
the US. Moreover, there is the issue of the role of the FBI in matters
such as these. The issue is under study by the Department.
No other comments.
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RE COMMENDATION

(2 3)

In the United States and its possessions, the CIA should not
intercept wire or oral communications or otherwise engage in
activities that would require a warrant if conducted by a law
enforcement agency. Responsibility for such activities belongs
with the FBI.

Colby concurs in the recommendation that CIA not engage in
''activities that would require a warrant if conducted by a law
enforcement agency. 11 With regard to intercepting wire or oral
communications within the US, Colby concurs that such responsibility belongs with the FBI but recommends that CIA be authorized
to support such FBI activity in cases involving foreign intelligence
approved by the Attorney General.
Justice calls the recommendation ambiguous. It .could be read to
mean that all interceptions of wire or oral communications within
the US would require a warrant. Read another way, it could be
understood to mean the CIA could conduct 11 warrantles s" activities
in foreign intelligence matters either within the US or abroad. It
has been the Administration's position that certain national security
surveillances do not require a warrant. The recommendation fails
to discuss procedures already agreed to by the Director of CIA
regarding the interception by the CIA of wire or oral communications
of American citizens abroad.
No other comments •
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RECOMMENDATION

(24)

The CIA should strictly adhere to established legal procedures
governing access to federal income tax information.

Colby concurs noting that Agency regulations on liaison with the
Internal Revenue Service will be revised to clarify the limits
and procedures in dealing with the Service and for obtaining tax
information.
Treasury says that the IRS is investigating the circumstances which
led to unauthorized release of income tax information. The IRS will
then determine whether any additional steps should be taken within
the service to assure that all future CIA access to income tax
information is afforded only upon strict compliance with established
procedures and rules governing such disclosure.
No other comments.
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RECOMMENDATION

(25\

CIA investigation records should show that each investigation
was duly authorized, and by whom, and should clearly set forth
the factual basis for undertaking the investigation and the results
of the investigation.

Colby concurs.
No other comments.

•

RECOMMENDATION

(26)

a. A single and exclusive high-level channel should be established for transmission of all White House staff requests to the
CIA. This channel should run between an officer of the National
Security Council staff designated by the President and the office
of the Director or his Deputy.
b. All Agency officers and employees should be instructed
that any direction or request reaching them directly and out of
regularly established channels should be immediately reported
to the Director of Central Intelligence.

Colby understands the purposes of the recommendation to be proper
and desirable but finds its language would unduly restrict a number
of normal relationships involving the provision of foreign intelligence support by CIA to the White House. The concerns expressed
by the Commission would be adequately protected if implementation
of the recommendation provided that rules and procedures be issued
governing the provision of foreign intelligence support to the White
House.
Treasury supports the objective of the recommendation but does
not think it necessary for the exclusive channel to be used for
transmitting routine intelligence reports and analyses to,_the White
H:>use. The strengthened and independent General Counsel and
Inspector General can provide an effective check on misuse of the
normal channels of communication for such material.
No other comments .
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RECOMMENDATION

(27)

In accordance with its present guidelines, the CIA should not
again engage in the testing of drugs on unsuspecting persons.

Colby concurs in this recommendation which reflects directives
he issued on 29 August 1973.
No other comments.

•

RECOMMENDATION

(28)

Testing of equipment for monitoring conversations should not
involve unsuspecting persons living within the United States.

Colby endorses the intent of this recommendation but believes it is
so simple in form as to pose serious difficulties as a guide for actual
testing practice. Many of the radio receivers developed and tested
by the CIA are sensitive enough to inadvertently monitor some US
conversations in test situations and virtually nothing can be done to
prevent this. The August 1973 CIA guidelines meet the purposes
of the recommendation and serve as a more realistic guide to such
activities.
Justice comments that this recommendation should also apply to
unsuspecting American citizens living abroad as well.
No other comments.
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RECOMMENDATION (2 9)

A civilian agency committee should be reestablished to oversee
the civilian uses of aerial intelligence photography in order to
avoid any concerns over the improper domestic use of a CIA-developed system.

Colby concurs in this recommendation and urges that it be accomplished speedily. Contrary to the statement in the Commis sion 1 s
report, a proposed agreement for continuing support in this area
of the Environmental Protection Agency was not concluded because
of that Agency's law enforcement responsibilities.
No other comments.
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RECOMMENDATION (30)

The Director of Central Intelligence and the Director of the
FBI should prepare and submit for approval by the National
Security Council a detailed agreement setting forth the jurisdiction
of each agency and providing for effective liaison with respect
to all matters of mutual concern. This agreement should be
consistent with the provisions of law and with other applicable
recommendations of this Report.

Colby concurs and notes that a proposed NSCID which bears on this
subject has been submitted to the NSC for review. The CIA will
continue to review this matter to determine if other directives are
appropriate to fully meet this recommendation.
Treasury believes it would be desirable to have written agreements
between the CIA and all other departments and agencies from
which the CIA receives or to which it provides special support.
Each of the Treasury Department law enforcement units should
have clearly defined relationships with the CIA. At a minimum
such agreements should provide a liaison channel to insure the
type of support being provided has the approval of senior officials
in the agencies concerned. In some instances it may be appropriate to
spell out the relationship in some detail as in the CIA - Secret Service agreement. Where possible, those relationships should be
made generally known to the public.
Justice says that while it is important that there be cooperation
between the CIA and the FBI, this is sue ought not be left solely to
an agreement between the two agencies. At the least, if there is
to be an agreement, representatives of the Attorney General or
his Departmental designee ought to be involved in its negotiation
and preparation.
No other comments.
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21 June 1975

The President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500
Dear Mr. President:
In accordance with your request of June 11, 1975, I submit
herewith my comments on the report to you by the Commission on
CIA Activities Within the United States. As you will note, with
a few exceptions caused by practical considerations, I concur
fully in the recommendations of the Commission to clarify
publicly the appropriate CIA activities within the United States
and to ensure against any future unauthorized or improper
activity in this country. I note with great pleasure the
Commission's adoption of a number of recommendations previously
made by me with this end in mind and the inclusion of a number of
internal CIA directives issued in the summer of 1973 to
accomplish this result. I accept fully the Commission's
additional recommendations in this same spirit and only recommend
minor modifications to reflect certain practical problems within
the overall policy outlined by the Commission.
There are some matters included in the Commission's Report
which are supplemental to the report provided you on
December 24, 1974. You will recall that that report was
generated by a newspaper article of 22 December 1974. My report
focused on the information immediately available to me referring
to the points covered by that article. You will recall that
certain additional matters were covered in my oral report to you
on January 3, 1975.
The Commission's Report also includes additional information
ascertained during the extensive investigations conducted by the
Commission and within this Agency in the more extended time
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available after December 24, 1974. By arrangement with the
Commission, during this period CIA did not go outside its current
employees and files actively to investigate this subject so as to
avoid any suggestion of possible CIA influence on the testimony
or evidence which might be given by its ex-employees or by
others. Thus, in a number of respects the Commission's knowledge
from ex-employees, other witnesses and documents available
outside CIA is better than CIA's.
There are only a few matters of detail on which the evidence
available to CIA conflicts in some degree with the statements
made in the Commission's report. I do not believe these
sufficiently grave to bring to your attention, but I will
communicate with the Vice President with respect to them
separately to clarify the record.
This investigation has generated great public interest and
will be followed, as you are aware, by extensive congressional
investigations of our intelligence effort generally. As you
know, I am deeply concerned that this extensive public discussion
of our intelligence activities, and especially its sensational
tone, threaten to endanger this important national resource. I
much appreciate the effort you personally and others, including
the Commission, have made to clarify the importance of
intelligence to our country. I am also pleased that the
Commission has noted that the "great majority of the CIA's
domestic activities comply with its statutory authority." I
fully accept, as I have testified publicly, that the CIA has,
over the 28 years of its history, engaged in some activities
"that should be criticized and should not be permitted to happen
again." I am particularly pleased that the Commission notes that
"the Agency's own recent actions, undertaken for the most part in
1973 and 1974, have gone far to terminate the activities upon
which this investigation has focused."
In summary, I believe the procedures recommended by the
Commission and endorsed by me {with the modifications proposed)
should indeed ensure the continuation of this important service
to our nation and equally ensure that it be responsive to
American standards, while it continues to be by far the best
intelligence service in the world.
Respectfully,

w£/12

W. E. Colby - ; ;
Director /

Enclosure

,~/
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cc:

The Vice President
The Secretary of State
The Secretary of Defense
The Attorney General
The Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs
The Chairman, The President's Foreign
Intelligence Advisory Board
The Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation
The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
Members, National Security Council
Intelligence Committee
Members, United States Intelligence
Board
Members, Intelligence Resources
Advisory Committee
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Recommendation (1)
Section 403 of the National Security Act of 1947 should be
amended in the form set forth in Appendix VI to this Report.
(Reproduced in full on following page.) These amendments, in
summary, would:
a. Make explicit that the CIA's activities must be
related to foreign intelligence.
b. Clarify the responsibility of the CIA to protect
intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized
disclosure. (The Agency would be responsible for protecting
against unauthorized disclosures within the CIA, and it
would be responsible for providing guidance and technical
assistance to other agency and department heads in
protecting against unauthorized disclosures within their own
agencies and departments.)
c. Confirm publicly the CIA's existing authority to
collect foreign intelligence from willing sources within the
United States, and, except ys specified by the President in
a published Executive Order, prohibit the CIA from
collection efforts within the United States directed at
securing foreign intelligence from unknowing American
citizens.

lThe Executive Order authorized by this statute should recognize
that when the collection of foreign intelligence from persons
who are not United States citizens results in the incidental
acquisition of information from unknowing citizens, the Agency
should be permitted to make appropriate use or disposition of
such information. Such collection activities must be directed
at foreign intelligence sources, and the involvement of American
citizens must be incidental .

•

Note:

Appendix VI of the Commission Report provides:

In Recommendation (1), the Commission proposes that
50 U.S.C. Section 403(d) be amended to read (Additions are
italicized; deletions are marked through):
(d) For the purpose of coordinating the foreign
intelligence activities of the several government departments and
agencies in the interest of national security, it shall be the
duty of the (Central Intelligence) Agency, under the direction of
the National Security Council-(1) to advise the National Security Council in matters
concerning such foreign intelligence activities of the
government departments and agencies as relate to national
security;

(2) to make recommendations to the National Security
Council for the coordination of such foreign intelligence
activities of the departments and agencies of the government
as relate to the national security;
(3) to collect, correlate and evaluate foreign
intelligence relating to the national security, and provide
for the appropriate dissemination of such foreign
intelligence within the government using where appropriate
existing agencies and facilities:
Provided, that except as specified by the President in a
eublished Executive Order, in collecting foreign
1ntelligence from United States citizens in the United
States or its possessions, the A~ency must disclose to such
citizens that such intelligence 1s being collected by the
Agency.
Provided further, that the Agency shall have no police,
subpoena, law enforcement powers, or internal security
functions:
Provided further, that the departments and other
agencies of the government shall continue to collect,
evaluate, correlate and disseminate departmental
intelligence:

2
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Aftd f3l"6'ti ded ftll"thel", tfta-t the Di l"eetel" of CeRtl"al
IRtelli~eRee ~ be l"espeRsible fer pl"eteetiR~
i Atelli ~eRee setll"ees itftf! methods .fl"effl- tlnatlthel"i zed
~H selestll"e;

{4) to perform, for the benefit of the existing
intelligence agencies, such additional foreign intelligence
services of common concern as the National Security Council
determines can be more efficiently accomplished centrally;
{5) to perform such other functions and duties related
to foreign intelligence affecting the _national security as
the National Security Council may from time to time direct.

agencies
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Response
I fully concur in the recommendation of the Commission that
the National Security Act be amended to clarify the duties of the
Agency by inserting the word 11 foreign 11 before the word
11
intelligence 11 at appropriate places in the Act. In fact, this
suggestion first arose at my confirmation hearing in 1973.
I concur with the added provisions clarifying the Agency's
role in the collection of foreign intelligence from US citizens.
I have reservations about the proposal of the Commission to
amend the Act to shift from the Director of Central Intelligence
to the Central Intelligence Agency, responsibility for protecting
intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized disclosure.
The DCI, as head of the Intelligence Community, is well placed to
protect the Community's interest in sources and methods of
foreign intelligence, but CIA is less well suited to cover these
matters as they affect other agencies. The proposed amendment
could be read to diminish the DCI's coordinating function in the
Intelligence Community. I believe the purpose of the Commission
in recommending the change can be carried out by retaining some
of the limitations in the proposed subparagraph (6) but assigning
the responsibility to the Director of Central Intelligence.
In addition, changing the wording from 11 protecting
intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized disclosure 11 to
11
protecting sources and methods of foreign intelligence from
unauthorized disclosure 11 eliminates terminology which is well
recognized and for which there is judicial interpretation and
precedent in several cases.
I am also concerned that subparagraph (6) may not afford
sufficient authority to protect intelligence sources and methods
information under the Freedom of Information Act. That Act
exempts from its mandatory exposure provisions matters
11
Specifically exempt from disclosure by statute. 11 Appropriate
language should be included in subparagraph (6) to make clear
that that subparagraph is an exemption statute for Freedom of
Information purposes.
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Recommendation (2)
The President should by Executive Order prohibit the CIA
from the collection of information about the domestic activities
of United States citizens (whether by overt or covert means), the
evaluation, correlation, and dissemination of analyses or reports
about such activities, and the storage of such information, with
exceptions for the following categories of persons or activities:
a. Persons presently or formerly affiliated, or being
considered for affiliation, with the CIA, directly or
indirectly, or others who require clearance by the CIA to
receive classified information;
b. Persons or activities that pose a clear threat to
CIA facilities or personnel, provided that proper
coordination with the FBI is accomplished;
c. Persons suspected of espionage or other illegal
activities relating to foreign intelligence, provided that
proper coordination with the FBI is accomplished.
d. Information which is received incidental to
appropriate CIA activities may be transmitted to an agency
with appropriate jurisdiction, including law enforcement
agencies.
Collection of information from normal library sources such
as newspapers, books, magazines and other such documents is not
to be affected by this order.
Information currently being maintained which is inconsistent
with the order should be destroyed at the conclusion of the
current congressional investigations or as soon thereafter as
permitted by law.
The CIA should periodically screen its files and eliminate
all material inconsistent with the order.
The order should be issued after consultation with the
National Security Council, the Attorney General, and the Director
of Central Intelligence. Any modification of the order would be
permitted only through published amendments.
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Response
I concur in this recommendation.
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Recommendation (3)
The President should recommend to Congress the establishment
of a Joint Committee on Intelligence to assume the oversight role
currently played by the Armed Services Committees.

Response
As you know, I concur in this recommendation.
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Recommendation (4)
Congress should give careful consideration to the question
whether the budget of the CIA should not, at least to some
extent, be made public, particularly in view of the provisions of
Article I, Section 9, Clause 7 of the Constitution. 1

Response
In the past I have taken the position that this question
should be resolved by the Congress but that I could not in good
conscience recommend publication of all or part of the
intelligence budget. I believe I must now recommend that the
Agency budget and certain classified intelligence programs of the
Department of Defense remain fully classified and nonidentifiable.
I do this despite the recommendation of the Commission and its
reference to Article 1, Section 9, Clause 7, of the Constitution.
With respect to the constitutionality of the present
procedure, a recent attempt to litigate this question did not
reach the substance; the litigant having been defeated on the
issue of standing to sue. Richardson v. United States,
418 U.S. 166 (1974). There is, however, considerable historical
precedent for budget secrecy, going back to debates in the
Constitutional Convention, the use of a secret fund during the
administrations of Washington and Madison, and a secret
appropriations act in 1811. Congress most recently endorsed the
secrecy of intelligence budgets in June 1974 when the Senate
rejected an amendment to the Department of Defense Appropriations
Act of 1975 which would have required that the total budget figure
for intelligence purposes be made public. In addition, I believe
that present procedures are fully in accord with the Constitution.
Agency appropriations are an integral part of appropriations made
by law and are reflected in the Treasury•s Statement and Account
of Receipts and Expenditures in compliance with the cited
provisions of the Constitution.

luNo Money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in Consequence
of Appropriations made by Law; and a regular Statement and Account
of the Receipts and Expenditures of all public Money shall be
published from time to time ...
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On the merits of the question, aside from the
constitutionality, my belief that this budget should remain secret
is based on the following:
a. Public disclosure of Intelligence Community budget
data, or the budgets of the individual agencies which make
up the Intelligence Community, could provide potential
enemies with considerable insight into the nature and extent
of our activities.
b. Publication of part of the budget, as suggested by
the Commission, would raise, in my view, extensive
congressional debate as to what matters were included and
what matters were not included in the published totals,
leading to a rapid erosion of the secrecy of the portions
withheld.
c. The same question would immediately arise with
respect to the publication of the total CIA budget, a total
Community budget, or any other figure covering
"intelligence." An immediate requirement would be levied to
explain precisely which of our intelligence activities were
covered in the published total and which were not. As you
know, this is a difficult matter to determine within
classified circles due to the difficulty of determining at
what point intelligence expenditures stop and operational
expenditures begin {the radar on a destroyer; tactical air
reconnaissance on the battlefield; the reporting as
differentiated from the representational and other functions
of attaches, foreign service officers; etc.).
d. Publication of any single figure with respect to
intelligence would, in my view, quickly initiate curiosity
and investigation by the press and others as to exactly how
the figure was arrived at and what its component elements
were. This is suggested by the history of disclosure of AEC
budget materials and related information by both the
Executive Branch and the Congress.
e. Publication of any figure with respect to
intelligence will result in questions and discussions of any
changes or trends developed in succeeding year figures. Any
change in the basis on which the figure was computed or any
change in its level will generate a demand for explanation
and tend to reveal the details of the figure and programs
supported by it.
Thus, I must recommend that the CIA budget and certain other
highly sensitive intelligence programs remain classified and
nonidentifiable in the Department of Defense budget.
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Recommendation {5)
a. The functions of the President's Foreign Intelligence
Advisory Board should be expanded to include oversight of the
CIA. This expanded oversight board should be composed of
distinguished citizens with varying backgrounds and experience.
It should be headed by a full-time chairman and should have a
full-time staff appropriate to its role. Its functions related
to the CIA should include:
1. Assessing compliance by the CIA with its statutory
authority.
2. Assessing the quality of foreign intelligence
collection.
3. Assessing the quality of foreign intelligence
estimates.
4.

Assessing the quality of the organization of the

5.

Assessing the quality of the management of the CIA.

CIA.

6. Making recommendations with respect to the above
subjects to the President and the Director of Central
Intelligence, and, where appropriate, the Attorney General.
b. The Board should have access to all information in the
CIA. It should be authorized to audit and investigate CIA
expenditures and activities on its own initiative.
c. The Inspector General of the CIA should be authorized to
report directly to the Board, after having notified the Director
of Central Intelligence, in cases he deems appropriate.
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Response
I fully concur with this recommendation. I have the highest
regard for the contribution the PFIAB has made to the improvement
of the intelligence structure of our Government to date, and I
look forward to the Board's specific supervision and independent
assessment of our performance and management in the future. I
also concur that the Inspector General of the CIA report directly
to the Board after notifying the Director of Central Intelligence
in any case which he deems appropriate. I have undertaken the
commitment to the PFIAB not only to be responsive to their
inquiries but also to raise with them matters of which they might
not be aware of which they should be informed. The
recommendation of the Commission would substantially increase the
role and supervision of the Board, a step which I would welcome.
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Recommendation (6)
The Department of Justice and the CIA should establish
written guidelines for the handling of reports of criminal
violations by employees of the Agency or relating to its affairs.
These guidelines should require that the criminal investigation
and the decision whether to prosecute be made by the Department
of Justice, after consideration of Agency views regarding the
impact of prosecution on the national security. The Agency
should be permitted to conduct such investigations as it requires
to determine whether its operations have been jeopardized. The
Agency should scrupulously avoid exercise of the prosecutorial
function.

Response
I fully endorse this recommendation. The procedure in
effect since 1954, whereby the Agency determined whether there
were security considerations which would prevent a successful
prosecution, was abandoned in December of last year; the
Commission recommendation reflects the de facto situation since
then. It should be pointed out that the-type of case envisioned
under the former procedure was the occasional embezzlement of
funds or falsification of vouchers, where to prosecute would
involve the divulging of sensitive intelligence sources and
methods. We appreciate that the guidelines for handling of
reports of criminal violations should be most carefully developed
jointly by the Agency and the Department of Justice to indicate
clearly the extent to which the Agency should properly be
authorized to conduct investigations in order to determine
whether sufficient basis exists to submit reports to the
Department of Justice. Clearly the final decision as to whether
there should be a prosecution is solely the responsibility of the
Department of Justice, after consideration of the Agency•s views
of the possible damage which would be done by revelation of
intelligence sources and methods in such a prosecution.
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Recommendation (7}
a. Persons appointed to the position of Director of Central
Intelligence should be individuals of stature, independence, and
integrity. In making this appointment, consideration should be
given to individuals from outside the career service of the CIA,
although promotion from within should not be barred. Experience
in intelligence service is not necessarily a prerequisite for the
position; management and administrative skills are at least as
important as the technical expertise which can always be found in
an able deputy.
b. Although the Director serves at the pleasure of the
President, no Director should serve in that position for more
than 10 years.

Response
I endorse this recommendation. I would add the suggestion
that such individual also not be a partisan political figure.
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Recommendation (8)
a. The Office of Deputy Director of Central Intelligence
should be reconstituted to provide for two such deputies, in
addition to the four heads of the Agency's directorates. One
deputy would act as the administrative officer, freeing the
Director from day-to-day management duties. The other deputy
should be a military officer, serving the functions of fostering
relations with military and providing the Agency with technical
expertise on military intelligence requirements.
b. The advice and consent of the Senate should be required
for the appointment of each Deputy Director of Central
Intelligence.
Response
I endorse this recommendation though I env1s1on its
implementation in somewhat different fashion. With the
establishment of a Deputy Director charged specifically with CIA
management and representation responsibilities, the other
(military) Deputy could most effectively perform the functions
cited in the Commission Report if he were primarily concerned
with management of those Intelligence Community responsibilities
given to me under the President's letter of November 1971. Thus,
I would propose that the existing position of Deputy to the DCI
for the Intelligence Community be the basis for defining the
responsibilities of the military Deputy Director. Should
expected congressional consideration of the DCI's role within the
Intelligence Community produce significant changes in this role,
this recommendation will obviously be affected. While it might
be undesirable to specify this in legislation, I believe that the
Deputy Director principally concerned with management of CIA
should be both a civilian and a career Agency employee. This
last comment in no way reflects upon the high quality of the
military Deputy Directors who have served this Agency in the
past; it merely reflects the experience that such an outsider is
normally less able to conduct the detailed management of the
Agency contemplated by the Commission's recommendation than is a
career Agency employee. This is especially true in the case in
which a career Agency employee has been the Director, as in such
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situations there has been a natural tendency for management
decisions to be made by the Director rather than delegated to the
Deputy. CIA has, however, been exceedingly well served by the
high quality of a number of Deputy Directors of military
background who have made a unique contribution in intelligence
matters for which they were particularly fitted as well as being
excellent helpers and independent advisors to the Director,
himself.
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Recommendation (9)
a. The Inspector General should be upgraded to a status
equivalent to that of the deputy directors in charge of the four
directorates within the CIA.
b. The Office of Inspector General should be staffed by
outstanding, experienced officers from both inside and outside
the CIA, with ability to understand the various branches of the
Agency.
c. The Inspector General's duties with respect to domestic
CIA activities should include periodic reviews of all offices
within the United States. He should examine each office for
compliance with CIA authority and regulations as well as for the
effectiveness of their programs in implementing policy
objectives.
d. The Inspector General should investigate all reports
from employees concerning possible violations of the CIA statute.
e. The Inspector General should be given complete access to
all information in the CIA relevant to his reviews.
f. An effective Inspector General's office will require a
larger staff, more frequent reviews, and highly qualified
personnel.
g. Inspector General reports should be provided to the
National Security Council and the recommended executive oversight
body. The Inspector General should have the authority, when he
deems it appropriate, after notifying the Director of Central
Intelligence, to consult with the executive oversight body on any
CIA activity (see Recommendation 5).
Response
I concur in this recommendation.
a. The status of the Inspector General can be raised as
recommended, although I believe the other recommendations
made by the Commission with respect to the functions of the
Inspector General are more fundamental.
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b. The Office of the Inspector General will be staffed
by officers of the types described, both from inside the
Agency and from outside the Agency.
c. The Inspector General will develop a program of
periodic review of all offices within the United States as
proposed.
d. The Inspector General will investigate all reports
from employees concerning possible violations of the CIA
statute and other applicable laws.
e. The Inspector General will be given complete access
by specific regulation to all information in CIA relevant to
his reviews.
f. The Inspector General is now studying the
recommended expansion of his office and program and will
develop a specific proposal for consideration.
g. Inspector General reports will be made available to
the NSC and the recommended executive oversight body, as
recommended.
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Recommendation (10)
a. The Director should review the composition and operation
of the Office of General Counsel and the degree to which this
office is consulted to determine whether the Agency is receiving
adequate legal assistance and representation in view of current
requirements.
b. Consideration should be given to measures which would
strengthen the office•s professional capabilities and resources
including, among other things, (1) occasionally departing from
the existing practice of hiring lawyers from within the Agency to
bring in seasoned lawyers from private practice as well as to
hire law school graduates without prior CIA experience;
(2) occasionally assigning Agency lawyers to serve a tour of duty
elsewhere in the government to expand their experience;
(3) encouraging lawyers to participate in outside professional
activities.
Response
I concur in this recommendation.
Significant changes in the composition of the Office of
General Counsel and its relationship to all the activities of the
Agency are already under way. The General Counsel is a regular
participant in meetings of the Agency Management Committee and in
mY own management discussions with the Deputy Directors of the
Agency. The General Counsel is in the process of reviewing all
Agency regulations to assure that legal consultation is required
in all sensitive situations and to assure that on policy
decisions the General Counsel is consulted to ascertain if there
are legal aspects to be considered. The Office of General
Counsel has been removed from direct managerial functions
undertaken in previous years and restricted to the function of
independent legal advisor. The General Counsel is also taking
steps toward having an outside review of his office for the
purpose of developing recommendations on its size, composition,
and method of operation. The Agency, within the last 18 months,
has brought on board or has in process four lawyers from outside
the Agency. I believe there should be a balance between bringing
in lawyers from the outside and utilizing experienced officers
from within the Agency who are professionally qualified as
lawyers.
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The General Counsel has, in the past, looked into the
possibility of assigning lawyers to serve a tour of duty
elsewhere in the Government to expand their experience. This was
not found practicable, in part because of the reluctance of other
agencies to take on an attorney for a limited period knowing that
it would have to release him at about the time he was becoming
productive. Nevertheless, the General Counsel and I consider
this a desirable proposal, and we will again look into this
possibility. We will also look into the possibility of placing
Agency lawyers on sabbatical tours with private law firms.
I endorse the recommendation that Agency lawyers be
encouraged to participate in outside professional activities.
This has been the policy of the Office of General Counsel and
will continue to be so.
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Recommendation (11)
'

To a degree consistent with the need for security, the CIA
should be encouraged to provide for increased lateral movement of
personnel among the directorates and to bring persons with
outside experience into the Agency at all levels.

Response
I concur in this recommendation but feel obliged to point
out certain difficulties which will limit the degree to which the
Agency will be able to conduct such programs. Over the past
seven years, the Agency has been reducing its overall strength.
This reduction has naturally limited the receptivity of employees
to the arrival of lateral entrees. The Agency has made a
particular point of ensuring the continued input of young people
into the Agency during this period, thus creating additional
pressures on the current levels. Nonetheless, in our Annual
Personnel Plan specific goals are set and audited as to lateral
entry into the component elements of the Agency of persons with
outside experience at upper levels. This has been particularly
pressed with respect to the entry of represenatatives of minority
groups.
With respect to lateral movement of personnel among the
directorates, the difficulty is raised less by security than by
the complex mix of skills within the Agency. The clandestine
case officer abroad, the analyst on economic or scientific
subjects, the engineer developing a new technical system, and the
finance, security or logistics specialists are generally not
interchangeable. Despite this, the Annual Personnel Plan and the
Agency's Personnel Development Plan address particular attention
to a feasible level of rotation to break down parochialism and to
improve the leadership potential of our personnel. During 1974,
for example, 78 employees GS 14 and above and 87 employees in GS
Grades 7 through 11 were transferred from one career service to
another. Our goals for 1975 are higher.
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Recommendation (12)
a. The Agency should issue detailed guidelines for its
employees further specifying those activities within the United
States which are permitted and those which are prohibited by
statute, Executive Orders, and NSC and DCI directives.
b. These guidelines should also set forth the standards
which govern CIA activities and the general types of activities
which are permitted and prohibited. They should, among other
things, specify that:
-Clandestine collection of intelligence directed against
United States citizens is prohibited except as specifically
permitted by law or published Executive Order.
-Unlawful methods or activities are prohibited.
-Prior approval of the DCI shall be required for any
activities which may raise questions of compliance with the
law or with Agency regulations.
c. The guidelines should also provide that employees with
information on possibly improper activities are to bring it
promptly to the attention of the Director of Central Intelligence
or the Inspector General.

Response
I concur in this recommendation. Present specific guidelines and regulations will be reviewed to ensure that they fully
reflect the points covered by the recommendation. CIA will
promulgate as regulations detailed guidelines specifying those
activities within the United States which are permitted and those
which are prohibited as specified in this recommendation. These
issuances will be incorporated in a revised Handbook of Employee
Conduct and Summary of Agency Authorities, which is circulated to
each employee on entrance into the Agency and annually
thereafter.
The new Handbook on Employee Conduct and Summary of Agency
Authority will include materials specified in this section of the
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recommendation and will specify, as it has since 1973, that
employees are to report immediately any possibly improper
activities to the Director of Central Intelligence or the
Inspector General.
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Recommendation (13)
a. The President should instruct the Director of Central
Intelligence that the CIA is not to engage again in domestic mail
openings except with express statutory authority in time of war.
(See also Recommendation 23.)
b. The President should instruct the Director of Central
Intelligence that mail cover examinations are to be in compliance
with postal regulations, they are to be undertaken only in
furtherance of the CIA's legitimate activities and then only on a
limited and selected basis clearly involving matters of national
security.

Response
I concur in the intent of this recommendation, although in
form it is directed to the President rather than the Agency. It
is fully consistent with the instructions issued by me on
29 August 1973 and will be reflected in internal Agency
regulations as well as instructions.
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Recommendation (14)
a. A capability should be developed within the FBI, or
elsewhere in the Department of Justice, to evaluate, analyze, and
coordinate intelligence and counterintelligence collected by the
FBI concerning espionage, terrorism, and other related matters of
internal security.
b. The CIA should restrict its participation in any joint
intelligence committees to foreign intelligence matters.
c. The FBI should be encouraged to continue to look to the
CIA for such foreign intelligence and counterintelligence as is
relevant to FBI needs.

Response
I concur in this recommendation as it affects CIA,
reflecting current CIA practice. I defer to the Department of
Justice and the FBI with respect to the matters affecting those
agencies.
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Recommendation (15}
a. Presidents should refrain from directing the CIA to
perform what are essentially internal security tasks.
b. The CIA should resist any efforts, whatever their
origin, to involve it again in such improper activities.
c. The Agency should guard against allowing any component
(like the Special Operations Group} to become so self-contained
and isolated from top leadership that regular supervision and
review are lost.
d. The files of the CHAOS project which have no foreign
intelligence value should be destroyed by the Agency at the
conclusion of the current congressional investigations, or as
soon thereafter as permitted by law.

Response
I concur in the intent of the first two subparagraphs of
this recommendation and note that it reflects the commitment made
by me in my confirmation hearing.
I fully concur with subparagraph (c) and note that certain
revisions have been made in Agency organization in the past two
years toward this goal.
I fully concur with subparagraph (d).
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Recommendation (16)
The CIA should not infiltrate dissident groups or other
organizations of Americans in the absence of a written
determination by the Director of Central Intelligence that such
action is necessary to meet a clear danger to Agency facilities,
operations, or personnel and that adequate coverage by law
enforcement agencies is unavailable.

Response
I concur in what I understand to be the intent of this
recommendation but suggest somewhat more precision in its
direction:
a. Recommendations 2 and 12(b) I believe should bar CIA
from any infiltration activities for the clandestine
collection of intelligence against United States citizens.
b. With respect to a concern about a clear danger to
Agency facilities, operations or personnel, I believe that
in addition to a determination by the Director of Central
Intelligence, there should be a requirement for coordination
with the FBI or other appropriate law enforcement agencies
and that any CIA activity should be undertaken only in
support of the duly authorized activity of such agency.
c. As written, this recommendation could be read as
prohibiting CIA utilization of persons with either bona fide
or assumed status as dissidents "or other organizatTOriSo:rAmericans" even though the CIA activity might be directed
exclusively against foreign intelligence targets. I do not
believe that the use of American "cover" such as this should
be eliminated but, rather, that reporting on the American
activity in the process of building such "cover" should be
prohibited.
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Recommendation (17)
All files on individuals accumulated by the Office of
Security in the program relating to dissidents should be
identified, and, except where necessary for a legitimate foreign
intelligence activity, be destroyed at the conclusion of the
current congressional investigations, or as soon thereafter as
permitted by law.
Response
I concur in this recommendation.
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Recommendation (18)
a. The Director of Central Intelligence should issue clear
guidelines setting forth the situations in which the CIA is
justified in conducting its own investigation of individuals
presently or formerly affiliated with it.
b. The guidelines should permit the CIA to conduct
investigations of such persons only when the Director of Central
Intelligence first determines that the investigation is necessary
to protect intelligence sources and methods the disclosure of
which might endanger the national security.
c. Such investigations must be coordinated with the FBI
whenever substantial evidence suggesting espionage or violation
of a federal criminal statute is discovered.
Response
I concur in this recommendation.
precision in it, however, as follows:

I suggest somewhat greater

a. The Director of Central Intelligence should have as
a base the same administrative authority over CIA employees
as any departmental or agency chief. This should give him
the right to conduct administrative investigations to
ascertain whether or not a substantial security or
management problem may exist.
b. In cases in which evidence suggesting espionage or
violation of a Federal or State criminal statute is
discovered, the FBI or appropriate local authorities should
be informed and the Agency should undertake a supporting
rather than primary role with respect to any further
investigation.
c. Where the preliminary examination indicates the
possibility of a security problem not likely to involve
espionage or violation of a criminal statute, but reflecting
on the suitability of continued access to sensitive
intelligence sources and methods or suggesting corrective
action with respect to such access, the CIA should be
authorized to conduct an investigation using lawful methods
of surveillance, provided there is coordination with the
FBI.
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d. When appropriate, the DCI will consult with
the Attorney General with respect to issuance of guidelines.
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Recommendation (19)
a. In cases involving serious or continuing security
violations, as determined by the Security Committee of the United
States Intelligence Board, the Committee should be authorized to
recommend in writing to the Director of Central Intelligence
(with a copy to the National Security Council) that the case be
referred to the FBI for further investigation, under procedures
to be developed by the Attorney General.
b. These procedures should include a requirement that the
FBI accept such referrals without regard to whether a favorable
prosecutive opinion is issued by the Justice Department. The CIA
should not engage in such further investigations.

Response
I endorse the sense of this recommendation but have several
suggestions for modification:
a. While the Security Committee of the United States
Intelligence Board could initiate a recommendation with
respect to any level of security violation, the US
Intelligence Board itself should be required to endorse a
referral to the FBI for further investigation if the FBI
thereby would be required to accept such referral without
regard to whether a favorable prosecutive opinion is issued
by the Justice Department.
b. As noted in Recommendation 18, I believe a
distinction should be drawn between a possible violation of
law (including the espionage law) wherein the FBI or local
authorities should undertake the primary role in an
investigation supported by the CIA and cases of apparent
security vulnerability not constituting a violation of law
wherein the CIA should be authorized to undertake the
primary role in coordination with the FBI. The latter
category should be restricted to CIA employees, contractors,
etc., in knowing contact with the CIA. Similar authority to
investigate employees of other intelligence agencies should
be given to the heads of those agencies for situations of
security vulnerability not amounting to possible violation
of a criminal statute.
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Recommendation (20)
The CIA and other components and agencies of the
intelligence community should conduct periodic reviews of all
classified material originating within those departments or
agencies, with a view to declassifying as much of that material
as possible. The purpose of such review would be to assure the
public that it has access to all information that should properly
be disclosed.
Response
I concur in this recommendation. This recommendation
contains the same injunction as Executive Order 11652 which
provides for classification and declassification of national
security information and material.
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Recommendation (21)
The Commission endorses legislation, drafted with
appropriate safeguards of the constitutional rights of all
affected individuals, which would make it a criminal offense for
employees or former employees of the CIA willfully to divulge to
any unauthorized person classified information pertaining to
foreign intelligence or the collection thereof obtained during
the course of their employment.
Response
On 23 April 1975 I submitted to the Office of Management and
Budget proposed legislation in line with this recommendation. I
had submitted similar legislation in January 1974, which was not
introduced, and I have vigorously pursued the objectives of this
proposal with the Congress, the Department of Justice, and other
interested departments and agencies since that time. It has been
evident to this Agency for many years that existing criminal law
is inadequate and provides virtually no enforceable sanctions
against disclosure of intelligence sources and methods to
unauthorized persons. This is because to prosecute under
existing law requires disclosure in open court of further
sensitive information as well as confirmation of the information
disclosed by the person being prosecuted. In very recent years,
with the Government's inability to prosecute in well known cases
of disclosure by former employees, the need for improved criminal
legislation has become evident to many outside of the
Intelligence Community. The legislation which I have proposed
meets, I believe, all of the standards of this recommendation
including particularly safeguards for the consititutional rights
of all affected individuals. It would permit prosecution only of
persons authorized to possess the information disclosed or who
possessed it by virtue of an association with the Government. It
specifically precludes prosecution of newsmen or other recipients
of information disclosed in violation of the law.
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Recommendation (22)
The CIA should not undertake physical surveillance (defined
as systematic observation) of Agency employees, contractors or
related personnel within the United States without first
obtaining written approval of the Director of Central
Intelligence.
Response
I concur in this recommendation, but note that the
requirement for the Director•s prior written approval would apply
to some activities by the Agency which the Commission did not
find objectionable. These include surveillance of Agency
employees in operational situations for their protection or to
detect countersurveillance, surveillance of individuals who may
be carrying substantial sums of money, or surveillance during the
routine investigations mentioned in the response to
Recommendation 18. Thus, I believe that the intent of this
recommendation can best be met by adoption of detailed internal
procedures which define those situations in which ocr approval
for surveillance is required and those in which authority can be
delegated to the Director of Security or other subordinate
levels.
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Recommendation (23)
In the United States and its possessions, the CIA should not
intercept wire or oral communicationslor otherwise engage in
activities that would require a warrant if conducted by a law
enforcement agency. Responsibility for such activities belongs
with the FBI.

Response
This recommendation suggests the prohibition within the US
and its possessions of two kinds of activity which raise
different considerations. The first is the interception of wire
or oral communications, and the second is "activities that would
require a warrant if conducted by a law enforcement agency." The
latter is understood to mean unauthorized entries onto premises
and all conduct other than the interception of wire or oral
communications which would amount to a search or seizure.
I concur in the recommendation that CIA not engage in
"activities that would require a warrant if conducted by a law
enforcement agency." Since the Agency has no law enforcement
functions, its use within the US of unauthorized entry or other
methods which amount to a search or seizure is beyond its legal
authority. Cases where the Agency's legitimate interests may
call for such activities are infrequent and should be handled by
the FBI upon CIA's request (see Recommendation 19).
In regard to the recommendation that CIA be prohibited from
intercepting wire or oral communications within the US, I concur
that responsibility for such activities belongs with the FBI. I
recommend, however, that CIA be authorized to support such FBI
activity in cases involving foreign intelligence approved by the
Attorney General.

1As defined in the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act,
18 U.S.C. Sees. 2510-20.
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In regard to possible intercept of communications in the
course of equipment testing or the training of operators, see
response to Recommendation 28.
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Recommendation (24)
The CIA should strictly adhere to established legal
procedures governing access to federal income tax information.
Response
I concur in this recommendation. Agency regulations on
liaison with the Internal Revenue Service will be revised to
clarify the limits and procedures in dealing with the Service and
for obtaining income tax information.
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Recommendation (25)
CIA investigation records should show that each
investigation was duly authorized, and by whom, and should
clearly set forth the factual basis for undertaking the
investigation and the results of the investigation.
Response
I concur in this recommendation.
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Recommendation (26)
a. A single and exclusive high-level channel should be
established for transmission of all White House staff requests to
the CIA. This channel should run between an officer of the
National Security Council staff designated by the President and
the office of the Director or his Deputy.
b. All Agency officers and employees should be instructed
that any direction or request reaching them directly and out of
regularly established channels should be immediately reported to
the Director of Central Intelligence.
Response
Given the concerns expressed in the chapter of which this
recommendation is a part, I understand the purposes of the
recommendation as being proper and desirable. The language of
the recommendation however would appear to restrict unduly a
number of normal relationships involving the provision of foreign
intelligence support by CIA to the White House. I believe that
the concerns expressed by the Commission would be adequately
protected if implementation of the recommendation provided that
rules and procedures be issued governing the provision of foreign
intelligence support to the White House. These should cover, for
example, such subjects as the normal exchange between the White
House Situation Room and the CIA Operations Center; NSC Staff
requests to the Directorates of Intelligence and Operations for
comments on or contributions to NSC studies; requests that CIA
provide communications for senior officials on foreign travels;
requests by the Secret Service for assistance in protecting
senior officials travelling abroad; and the normal interchange
between CIA and the NSC on agreements regarding employees,
professional and clerical, detailed to the NSC.
CIA officers involved in the provision of foreign
intelligence support as outlined above would be under direct
instruction to report to the DCI or the Inspector General any
White House request which does not fall within the agreed list of
activities as specified above.
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Recommendation (27)
In accordance with its present guidelines, the CIA should
not again engage in the testing of drugs on unsuspecting persons.
Response
I concur in this recommendation, which reflects directives
issued by me on 29 August 1973.
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Recommendation (28)
Testing of equipment for monitoring conversations should not
involve unsuspecting persons living within the United States.
Response
While I endorse the intent of the Commission in making this
recommendation, I believe it is so simple in form as to pose
serious difficulties as a guide for actual testing practice.
Many types of radio receivers for the collection of foreign
intelligence are developed and tested by the CIA, and our
personnel are trained in their operation. By their very nature,
these receivers are sensitive enough to monitor inadvertently
some US conversations in test situations and virtually nothing
can be done to prevent this. Adequate acceptance and suitability
testing of these systems requires that they be tested in
realistic circumstances, and inevitably some conversations will
be monitored, though no identification is made of the
participants. The building of large scale simulated
communications systems for test purposes would be expensive and
impractical.
In my view, the guidelines for testing of equipment in the
US established by us in August 1973 meet the purposes of the
Commission's recommendation and serve as a more realistic guide
to such activities. These provide that testing of intelligence
equipment may be undertaken in the United States provided that no
use of the information collected shall in any way abrogate the
rights of US citizens as guaranteed under the Constitution of the
United States. If it is essential to test equipment on an
American communications system or other establishment, this may
be done provided that no recordings of the material are retained
or examined by any element other than the original test
engineers. In this context the original test engineers
constitute the engineers under contract to perform the tests and
the Agency technical officers supervising the activity.
Knowledge derived from the tests that relates to equipment
performance but maintains anonymity of the data source may be
exchanged with other elements of the Agency.
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Recommendation (29)
A civilian agency committee should be reestablished to
oversee the civilian uses of aerial intelligence photography in
order to avoid any concerns over the improper domestic use of a
CIA-developed system.

Response
I concur in this recommendation and urge that it be
accomplished speedily. I should note here that--contrary to the
statement in the Commission's Report--a proposed agreement for
continuing support in this area of the Environmental Protection
Agency was not concluded because of that Agency's law enforcement
responsibilities.
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Recommendation (30)
The Director of Central Intelligence and the Director of the
FBI should prepare and submit for approval by the National
Security Council a detailed agreement setting forth the
jurisdiction of each agency and providing for effective liaison
with respect to all matters of mutual concern. This agreement
should be consistent with the provisions of law and with other
applicable recommendations of this Report.

Response
I concur in this recommendation. A proposed National
Security Council Intelligence Directive which bears on this
subject has been submitted to the NSC for review. We will
continue to review this matter to determine if other directives
are appropriate to meet fully this recommendation.
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20301

25 June 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR
FROM:
SUBJECT:

The President

secretary Schlesinger
Comments on the

~C~~

Rock~~ller

Panel Recommendations

Most of the recommendations in the Report are thoughtful and
constructive. If implemented, they should significantly reduce
the likelihood of the CIA again becoming embroiled in controversial
domestic activity. Several of the recommendations, however, could
benefit by some additions or deletions. The following comments are
addressed to those specific recommendations:
Recommendation (1)
"Section 403 of the National Security Act of 1947 should be
amended in the form set forth in Appendix VI to this Report. These
amendments in summary would:
(a) Make explicit the CIA's activity must be related to foreign
intelligence.
(b) Clarify the responsibility of the CIA to protect intelligence
sources and methods from unauthorized disclosure ••• "
COMMENT:
Present language in the National Security Act makes the DCI
responsible for protecting intelligence sources and methods. The
Commission's recommendation would revise the Act to assign the
functions to CIA as an agency. The DCI rather than the CIA should
continue to be assigned this responsibility.
Recommendation (3)
"The President should recommend to Congress the establishment of
a joint committee on intelligence to assume the oversight role currently
played by the Armed Services Committees."
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COMMENT:
As written, this Recommendation suggests that such a joint committee would have jurisdiction over the entire intelligence community
not just the Central Intelligence Agency. If so, its creation would
result in serious jurisdictional problems between committees. For
example, Defense agencies such as DIA and NSA would come under the
purview of the joint committee, both Armed Services Committees and
both Appropriations Committees. If any recommendation is made on this
point, I urge that Recommendation (3) be rewritten to call for the
establishment of a Joint Committee on the Central Intelligence Agency
rather than a Joint Committee on Intelligence.
Recommendation (4)
"Congress should give careful consideration to the question of
whether the budget of the CIA should not, at least to some extent, be
made public 2 particularly in view of the provisions of Article I,
Section 9 2 clause 7 of the Constitution."
COMMENT:
Once CIA's budget is made public there will certainly be increased
pressure to make public the budgets for each of the other intelligence
agencies such as NSA, DIA, the NRO, etc. Publication of a lump sum
for any single year for any one of the intelligence agencies might be
relatively harmless but over a period of several successive years such
publication will reveal changes which could point towards sensitive
new projects.
Recommendation (5)
"(a) The functions of the President's Foreign Intelligence
Advisory Board should be expanded to include oversight of the CIA.
This expanded oversight board should be composed of distinguished
citizens with varying backgrounds and experience. It should be
headed by a full-time Chairman and should have a full-time staff
appropriate to its role. Its functions related to the CIA should
include~

(1) Assessing compliance by the CIA with a
statutory authority.
(2) Assessing the quality of foreign intelligence collection •
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(3) Assessing the quality of foreign intelligence estimates.
(4) Assessing the quality of the organization
of the CIA.
(5) Assessing the quality of the management
of the CIA.

(6) Making recommendations with respect to the
above subjects to the President and the Director of
Central Intelligence, and, where appropriate, the
Attorney General.

(b) The Board should have access to all information in the CIA.
It should be authorized to audit and investigate CIA expenditures and
activities on its own initiative.
(c) The Inspector General of the CIA should be authorized to
report directly to the Board, after having notified the Director of
Intelligence, in cases he deems appropriate."
COMMENT:
This Recommendation, if fully implemented, would place the
PFIAB in direct competition, not only with the statutory members
of the National Security Council but also with OMB and Congressional
oversight committees. The members of the National Security Council
are in the best position to assess the quality of the intelligence
collected and produced by CIA. Moreover, the PFIAB ought to retain
a certain flexibility in its charter so that it can be used effectively
by the President for ad hoc projects and oversight functions. The
President currently has sufficient authority to utilize the Board in
a broader oversight fashion, if he so chooses.
Recommendation (7)
"(a) Persons appointed to the position of Director of Central
Intelligence should be individuals of stature, independence and
integrity. In making this appointment, considerations should be
given to individuals outside the career service of the CIA, although
promotion from within should not be barred. Experience in intelligence
service is not necessarily a prerequisite for the position; management
and administrative skills are at least as important as the technical
expertise which can always be found in an able deputy •
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(b) Although the Director serves at the pleasure of the
President, no Director should serve in that position for more
than 10 years."
COMMENT:
It is a good idea to limit the tenure of the DCI; however,
if this is to be effective, it needs to be written into the
National Security Act.
Recommendation (8)
"(a) The Office of Deputy Director of Central Intelligence
should be reconstituted to provide for two such deputies, in addition
to the four heads of the agency's directorate. One deputy would act
as the administrative officer, freeing the Director from day-to-day
management duties. The other deputy should be a military officer,
servicing the functions of fostering relations with the military and
providing the Agency with technical expertise on military intelligence
requirements.
(b) The advise and consent of the Senate should be required for
the appointment of each deputy director of Central Intelligence."
COMMENT:
There is much merit to this Recommendation. Creation of a Deputy
Directorate for a military officer would be accomplished by designating
the Deputy Director for the Intellig'ence Community as that position.
Care should be taken however, in filling the other Deputy spot. One
should be alert to the possibility that the CIA professionals might
attempt to freeze out the DCI and keep him ignorant of what was actually
happening within the Agency itself.
Recommendation (9)
"(a) The Inspector General should be upgraded to a status
equivalent to that of the Deputy Directors in charge of the four
Directorates within the CIA •.. "
COMMENT:
It is not necessary that the Inspector General be upgraded to
a status equivalent to the Deputy Directors at CIA. It is more
important that he be given authority to conduct thorough investigations .
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Recommendation (19)
"(a)
In cases involving serious or continuing security
violations as determined by the Security Committee of the U.S.
Intelligence Board, the Committee should be authorized to recommend in writing to the Director of Central Intelligence (with a
copy to the NSC) that the case be referred to the FBI for further
investigation, under procedures to be developed by the Attorney
General ••. "
COMMENT:
The National Security Act assigns to the DCI responsibility
for protecting intelligence sources and methods. The Security
Committee of USIB provides staff support to the DCI. Recommendation
(19) should be rewritten as follows:
(a) "In cases involving serious or continuing security
violations, as determined by the DCI, the DCI should refer the
case to the FBI for further investigation, under procedures to
be developed by the Attorney General."
Recommendation (20)
"The CIA and other components and agencies of the intelligence
community should conduct periodic reviews of all classified material
originating within that Department or Agency, with a view to declassifying as much of that material as possible. The purpose of
such information that should properly be disclosed."
COMMENT:
Automatic downgrading of classified materials and periodic
review are provide for in existing directives. In particular,
Executive Order 11652 •
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Recommendation (21)
"The Committee endorses legislation, drafted with appropriate
safeguards of the constitutional rights of all affected and to
individuals, which would make it a criminal offense for employees
or former employees of the CIA willfully to divulge to any unauthorized person classified information pertaining to foreign
intelligence or the collection thereof obtained during the course
of their employment."
COMMENT:
Because of the serious and growing problem of protecting highly
sensitive information affecting the national security from unauthorized
disclosures, it is recommended that the language of the fourth line of
Recommendation (21) be amended to read: "Employees of any Federal
Department or Agency willfully to divulge ••. "
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

July 1, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

From:

Robert S. Ingersoll, Acting Secretary

Subject:

Report of the Commission on Central
Intelligence Activities Within the
United States

~~;'

In response to your memorandum of June 11, 1975,
the Department of State has reviewed the Commission's
findings and recommendations. We believe that the
Report is a thorough review of CIA activities, and we
support the principal recommendations.
If implemented,
the Commission's recommendations will create a sound
basis for the continuation of the CIA's responsibilities
to meet the requirements of a strong foreign intelligence
effort in the years ahead.
As for the specific recommendations, the following
are the Department of State comments on possible
modifications.
Recommendation (1) -- Amending the National Security
Act:
While the proposed amendment would strengthen
and clarify the authority of the Director, CIA, to
protect intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized
disclosure, it would not specifically address the problem
of other agencies concerned with national security.
In
effect, these agencies, including the Department of State,
have no effective sanctions to deter deliberate disclosure
of classified information .
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Thus, if the NSC Act is to be amended, consideration
should be given to the provision of additional restrictions on and penalties against disclosure of classified
information by personnel in agencies of the National
Security Council.
Recommendation (3) -- Establishment of a Joint
Committee on Intelligence:
This is a particularly useful and necessary step
to centralize the oversight functions of the Congress.
In this connection, consideration should be given to
providing this new committee with the functions of
oversight of covert actions, which in current legislation
is apportioned among several committees.
Recommendation (4) -- Publishing the Budget of CIA:
Leaving aside the constitutionality of whether the
CIA budget can be concealed, there are strong arguments
against publicizing the Agency's budget:
it would
almost certainly lead to further demands for disclosure
of the entire expenditures on intelligence and for
more detailed breakdowns, probably including identification of sums spent for covert activities. While even
this degree of disclosure might be manageable, over the
years the trends in spending would provide an invaluable
aid to foreign intelligence services, and would in some
instances lead to identification of new programs and
new areas of activity.
Recommendation (5) -- Strengthening the Oversight
Role of the President's Foreign Intelligence
Advisory Board:
There is some question whether a part-time board,
even with a full-time staff, is capable of fulfilling
all the recommended tasks listed in the Report.
To
the extent that the Board and Staff attempt to assess
virtually every aspect of the CIA's performance, it
will inevitably become a large bureaucracy and, to
some degree, a substitute for the NSC Staff. Moreover,
the Report leaves unclear whether it will monitor
activities currently performed by the 40 Committee
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and the NSCIC. Moreover, there is a risk that the
PFIAB will increasingly become an intermediary between
the Director, CIA, and the President. Consideration
should be given to a more precise definition of the
Board's responsibilities and functions, lest the new
function of oversight with respect to domestic activities
be subsumed in a variety of other tasks.

***********
You refer in your memorandum to the possible
structural weaknesses in the CIA.
The Report does not address questions of a major
restructuring of CIA and the Intelligence Community,
but some of the specific recommendations concerning
CIA internal organization do raise such questions.
There will no doubt be other issues arising from the
current Senate and House investigations.
Thus, before implementing some of the recommendations concerning, for example, a new position of
Deputy Director for CIA and the tenure of the DCI,
etc., more study should be given to the ultimate
organization of the CIA, and whether it is to remain
essentially unchanged. The Commission's Report does
not suggest that the problems of the CIA arise from
a basic structural defect. Rather the abuses arose
from a variety of essentially unrelated causes.
If a structural weakness is apparent, it may be
that compartmentation within CIA permitted too many
activities to proceed without adequate mechanisms
for review or questioning. Thus, in some cases only
the Director of CIA was aware of activities which,
if they had been reviewed by others in CIA or the
Intelligence Community, would have no doubt raised
serious questions. The Commission's recommendations
concerning executive oversight and internal CIA review
should adequately meet these problems in the future •

•
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®~rr nf 111r . 1\ttnnu\l.!.
®t'n~rnl
lUnsqingtrm. n. (!}. 20330
July 1, 1975

The President
The lfui te House

·-

. : ..

Dear .Hr. President:

In your memorandum of June 11th you·requested our
comments on the recommendations of the Cowmission on
CIA activities \·Tithin the United States (The Rockefeller
Commission). Hany of the recommendations bear directly
on the operations of this Department, since a change in
the charter of the Central Intelligence Agency will often
carry with it implications with respect to the responsi- ..
bilities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
-

.

'

.

I am enclosi~g a memorandUm \1hich consists of
. ·preliminary observations on the recommen4ations. - The
basic purpose of the me~~randum is to point out those
recommendations \vhich may require some modific.:ltion
before they are implemented.

The observations are preliminary in nature because
the development of guidelines in this area requires a
.
considerable amount of work and ~ great deal of consultation \vi th other agencies of the ~Yl.ment as \·;ell. as
\'lith the Federal Bureau of Investigat-ion_ - We have already ·
begun this process'and -are moving as qu~ckly as possible.
I will, of course, keep you informed on the progress
of the Department in developing guide.lines 'tvi th respect
to the relationship of the Department, including the FBI to the CIA. .

Sincerely,

Ed\~ard H. Levi
Attorney General

Enclosure
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MEHORANDUH
COMMENTS ON RECOMHENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSION ON CIA
ACTIVITIES \·JITHIN THE UNITED STATES
The comments of the Department of Justice on
. ·~· ihe reco'mmendations of the Conunission are as follo-v1s:
.
· Recommendation 2. suggests-an Executive Order
spelling out the CIA's-jurisdiction.for collecting information·about the domestic activities of U.S.
citizens. The functions of the FBI in domestic intelligence investigations and counterintelligence investigations within the United States· ought to be kept quite
separate from the functions of the CIA. The problem is
more than "proper coordination "tvith the FBI" as the
recommendation seems to suggest. · Domestic counterintelligence is within the responsibility of the FBI. As
to that part of the recoomendation urging the destruction
of information, it should be noted tha~sorne of this in. formation may have found its_way into FBI files where it
may or may not be legitimate1y retained. Further. the
recommendation suggests that information inconsistent
with the Executive Order be destroyed at the conclusion
of pending congressional investigations or as soon thereafter as permitted by law. In this respect, it should be
made clear that no files should be destroyed before the
Department of Justice closes its case as to possible
criminal violations by CIA offi~ials or employees ..

~ess

· .
Recommendation 3, that
establish a.
Joint Committee on Intellige'Qce, ·raise'S the question whether
this committee -c;.;ould be yet another oversight corn..rnittee.
for the FBI as well. As the report recognizes, when there
are too many committees assuming an oversight function _
conflicts and c~nfusion.inevitably arise.
.
.
.
· Recormnenrl.at:ion 6 concerns the estlblishrnent of
guidellnes governing "C"IA • s relationship -,;ri.th the Department
of Justice with respect to allegations of criminal conduct
by CIA or its employees .. It is no longer Department policy,
if it ever was, to defer prosecutorial decisions to CIA,
or cases concerning CIA activities. This Con~ission recommendation is a good one, and the guidelines must make clear
that the Department will prosecute criminal conduct by CIA
or its employees with the same vigor it would prosecute
any other criminal conduct.
.

.

•

.

..

\

- 2 Recommendation 9(g) suggests that the CIA's
Inspector General Reports -- some of which may involve
allegations of criminal activity -- should be provided to
_-:-the National Security Council and the Executive Oversight
body for· the CIA \·7hose. establishment is recommended elsewhere in the report. Such a reporti~g requirement is unobjectionable, but it should not be .read as putting the decision whether to bring allegations of criminal conduct
to the attention of the Department of Justice in the
hands of persons outside CIA. Any possible criminal
violations by CIA or its employees should be reported
directly and immediately to the Department of Justice by
the CIA Inspector General.
_-.
Recommendation 12 calls for guidelines on CIA
employees' conduct. These guidelines are important and
will not, we suspect, be easy to draft. "The. recommendation
also suggests that the Director of Central Intelligence ·
should approve all actions raising questions of CIA authority. If any proposed activity_ raises the possibility of
criminal violation, the Attorney G~~eral should also be
consulted.
·
··...:..

Recommendation 13 suggests that the.CIA should_
be prohibited from engaging in domestic mail openings,
but it leaves open the question:whether the CIA ought.to
participate in the opening of th~l of U.S. citizens
abroad. Further, part (b) of the re~o~memdation implies
-that the CIA may conduct mait· cover examinations in the
United States. This raises the question whether the CIA
rather than the FBI should be conducting any domestic
activities of this sort~
Recommendation 14 raises serious problems. For
one thing. it suggests the development of an evaluation
unit within.tbe Tiepartment of Justice or the FBI to coordinate intelligence and counterintelligence information. This
could be vie"tved as an inv.itation- to create a new internal
secu~ity organization for the purpose of keeping track· of
.dissident domestic political groups. On the other hand,
· failure to create such an organization could be seen as
perpetuating some of the difficulties suggested in the
report. The Department of Justice is studying this recom-

•

•.
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.mendation to determine the proper solution to this problem.
Recommendation 15 suggests that the President refrain
from directing the CIA to perform.what are essentially
internal security tasks. Because of the need for a rather
strict separation of the functions of the CIA and the FBI,
the difficult question of defining an internal security
matter probably ought to be undertaken. · The reco~~endation
also calls ·for destruction of cer-tain files of the CHAOS
project. -No files of the CHAOS project should be destroyed
before the Department of Justice ~loses its case as to possible
criminal violatio~by CIA officials or employees in connection
with the ca~os files.
·
..
.

.

.

•.

Recommendation 16 calls for a written determination
by the Director of Central Intelligence that CIA infiltration
of domestic groups is-necessary "to meet a clear danger to
agency facilities, operations, or personnel, and that ade- ·
quate coverage. by la\'l enforce...Ltent agencies is unavailable."·
On th~ basis of the Corrunission :ceport, it .:ls not clear under
what circumstances it \'lould ever be necess·ary -and proper
for·the CIA to infiltrate domestic groups. Perhaps a briefing
of officials in the Department vrould lead to a better understanding of the implications of this policy. In any case,
there should be explicit guidelines defining the Director's
authority to order such infiltration.
necommendation 17 calls for the destruction of some
CIA files, upon the conclusion of t~~rrent congressional
investigations or as soon thereafter as p~ssible. As indicated earlier, no files should be destroyed until the Justice
Departinent • s investigation is COJ?pleted •
. Recommendation 18 states that the CIA may investigate
individuals affiliated with it, but that such investigations
"must be coordinated Hith the FBI" \vhen there is evidence
of espionage or violation ·of la\-t involved. If the CIA is to
avoid getting into :J...aw £.D£D.rcement ._investigations, perhaps it
should simply turn ·a~1. cri1ninal ,·investigations over· to the
Bureau rather than "coordinate" with the FBI or any other
enforcement agency. This problem of separating law enforcement
from foreign intelligence is a difficult problem. The Department of Justice hus the problem under study and \o~ill try
to make a more definite statement about it later.
Recommendation 19 would compel the FBI to accept
cases involving allegations of security violations "without

·- ...

a--• •,

•
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.·

··

regard to whether a favorable prosecutive opinion is issued
by the Justice Department." This could raise serious
difficulties. For example, it would have the effect of
putting the FBI in the uncomfortable position of investigating
a matter without reasonable expectation of prosecution.
Recommendation 19(a) could be read as requiring the Director
pf Central. Intelligence to refer all serio·us or. continuing
security violations to the Security Committee of USIB for
its determination whether-the case should ·be referred to the
Department. The Director should be able to refer these cases
·directly -vrithout resort to an interm~diary.
. .
. Recommendation 21 supports legislation making it a
criminal offense for CIA employees to leak classified information. In general, ~he recommendation raises controversial
issues similar to those raised in connection with some of
·.the provisions in S.l. The Department, of course, will work
with the Central Intelligence Agency in drafting any necessary
legislation.
. ,..
..,.
.

Recommendation 22 suggests .that· the-Director of Central
Intelligence should approve in writing certain physical surveillance operations, but again it does not provide the _
. · Director with any clear guidelines as to when and under wh~t
circumstances approval should be given. It is·not clear to
what extent, if at all, the CIA :·should undertake physical surveillance operations within the Un~ted States. Moreover, there
is the issue of the role of the FB'I~~ matters such as these ..
The issue is under study by the Depart~nt_._
.
. · ·
.
-~
Recommendation 23 is am,~iguous in that it could be read
as meaning that all interceptions of ~-rire or oral communications within the United States would require a warrant. Read
another -r..·ray, the recommendation could be understood to mean-·
that the CIA could·conduct warrantless activities in foreign
intelligence matters either within the U.S. or abroad. It has
been the ~dminis~ration'~ posjrjon that certain national secu~ity
surveillances do not -requi-re a ·warrant. Also, the· reconunendation fails to discuss proce~ures already agreed to by the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency regarding the interception
by the CIA of wire or oral communications of American citizens
abroad.·
Recommendation 28 suggests that equipment for monitoring conversations should not be tested on unsuspecting persons

- .. -

•

-\l

•

r

- 5 living within the United States. Perhaps this.recommendation
should also apply to unsuspecting American citizens living abroad
as well.
Reconunendation 30.' .s.uggests that the· Director of Central
Intelligence and the.Dircctor of the FBI should draft a detailed· agreement setting forth each agency's jurisdiction and
devising procedures for effective liaison bet\'leen them.. While
it is important that there be cooperation between the CIA and
the FBI, this issue ought not be left. solely to an agreement
between_the two.agencies. At the· least, if there is to be an
agreement, representatives of the Attorney General o~ his Departmental designee ought to be involved in its.negotiation
and preparation.
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l~OlWIDUM

SUBJECT:

FOR 11'.E l'E.ZSIDBIT

of

Report
the Cconission on Central Intelligence
Agency Activities ~lithia the United States

In response to your ~~ora~dt~ of June lls I respectfully
offer my cot::inents on the rcco:u:e.e;:tdations ::i.n the Report of the
Cotll!l.ission on CL\ activities ~ithin the United States •

.

General

I strongly support the concept that the cr:~ and other units of
the iutelli~cnce cc~unity arc vi:al to th~ survival of this cou~try.
It is essential t hct.·ever, · ttst the co~stitutio;.lal rig:~ts ot all
J~cricans cust be oo3erved and protected. ~~rccver, ~c ca~not allc~
even the n~~?e~1rancc that ti1c CL~ or.· a:1y other intelli~c:tcc a~cncy of
the U:dteu States could becu-:-;:.e em inst:ruocr:t o"f do::eatic s.xpf>rc!:~ioi.
~ithin tl~ese pri.:ciplcs the t"01itc:l States r.:ust t:.~iutai::l th~ intclli~c::.~::::
e~,~bility necessary to protect our national interests.
I urge.that those rcco:=;cndsticns of the Cc~ssion t'h.:1t you
deciJe to adopt be iw.plca..-:nted rro:Jpt:ly by i:.""<.ecntivc Order to ti1C
~t\:.~:C :1uthc::iz.~d by l.j,""_:.
:·cr c::::=;:lc. I ~·cult! t~!i!'l!: t~at :::os t o£ tl:~
orza:U.zaticn:ll rccor:::.e11daticTis coul:! be iuplc:::~ntcd :!..nitinlly ,.;itnouL:
- enabling legislation. ~.:ost i.:T?Orto.::H:l"' s t!:e stre:l;t!u::·u.ir:~ of t.hc
Foreign Intellihcnce Advisory ~oard should not rcc~uire lcgi:;l~tiv.:!
action.
-Suom~rv of RecC'~E"ter.d:ttior.s ~~

Hy co~·~·cnt£ en t!lo;;e of tb.c Co!:":::tissicn' s rccon::,c~da.t:io-::;:; en
llhich I have specific t:1ou~:1ts are att:;ched. I h2ve r.ade cna:•;acuts
on a nu-mbc.r of th~ Cct:u::is:;io:l 1 .s rcco::a::cndat.io~s. So-.:<e of th':>~C co-:-=::c:1::s
are de:;izucd .to rl arify m- -~ .c.u.t. .De l:!Ced far cl::trification C?i
co:-Je of t~1e Co:~ilsslon• s rccvl!ll:~~.:<ltior.. s. • Ct:wrs c~~~nd upGn t::c
Cot:ni.ssion's rccc:::u::cndations and offer sc>ecific Guggcstions for their

implcncnt.:ltion.
· Ouc of the most i:nportant rc!:iults of the Co::t.":liG5ion's i.nvcstir.~ti0:1
can be the strcnsthcnin~ of the "frc~:!.dcnt 's 1-'orci~n Intclli~cnce
Advisory Lo.:trd. I u:n rcco::m~cnding thnt the toard be composcci of

... - ...

•

..........

·---.....-

-----

.-2distinr.uished citizens from a broatl and rcprcaentntive base.

The

scemhers should be pcr3ons of d~onstratcd lc~crn!lip and integrity
\.ilo hnve the. trust ac..:l confidca.cc of the President :md the public.
A c..ttn l'ho tJest: cxcopli=ics the ~ualit:ics 1 -;.:auld li!:c to :::ce in a
thair;:;:an is Crzorgc S!-.ul tz, \1bo i!l <1lrcaJy a oC!:lbcr of the !lo:trcl.
I rccOL..~cnci that: you a;>point hio Cil!iircan of the l\dvisory toard.

t ur!;C that the 'Board be riven res;-cmsibility for an on~oin~
review o( CIA opcra.tion3 and activitie:l. 'i~c ZonrJ. s:tould report
its findin~s to the public- n5 \:ell ~s t:~c P"rc!:iclcnt. To be ef£ccti'\"'c,
the Board o::ust h:1ve ic:-..dy n_ccc!Js .:o infor:::ntion conccrnin~ CIA cctivities.
I believe that this can best 1-e ns::;'4red throush ny reco~e::;.:lntion ·
that the Inspector General and Genernl. Coum;cl o-; the CIA :-..:we c!ircct
acce~s t:o the ~oard.
Ir. order to n~aure ti1a Frcsident of the cffc.ctivenCDs of the 2onrd' ~ oversi~ht activities, it is mrorta."'lt tnct the
:Board alao ba.ve "direct ncccss, through its Ch.air.::an, t_o the Presi<.i"cct.

.

t l1:1Ve !llso r~co.:. '•'!ndcd n str~n~thGnin~ of the In!lpcctor
Cener.:ll' s office .nnd of the office of Gc..;cr.al Counsel tit. t~1c. CIA.
Th':' objecti'"lc of thil s:reu~t!-,':ned Gcn~r~l _Counsel's or~i~e.. rcco:=t:nc!cd.
b7 the Co::r.--i!!oicn c~n ~~s!: b~ ::lC~Cr=?l~~r:~ by t:~e egt~;:,l:tsn.ac:>t or
a Ceucra.l Counsel a;:·pointcd b:; the i'rc!.iident at>.J coti.fir.::cd by the
Senate, ~ioilar to t:i•.:tt of :;any ct:•~r a:.encies. Tia!!; selection
process si.oulu br!:1; to t!w office a-."1 .:?..'~tc-ro.ey \·dth a bro.:~.l r.crspcctivc
nnd sennitivity fer c·ver-nll public "?Oli::y co-acerns. A Ce11cral Co""n::H:!.l
\:hose tenure i:t office is not uctcrni.r,ed i:>y the officials l.f.itot:l he
~dvises \.'auld benefit both the CIA acd the public •

~

rly staff and I stn!ld reedy to a::;~ist in any nppropriate way .
in the :L-.:.pla:;:cnt::~.tion of the reco::::ncndntior.s. •
.

.

"(Signed) Willi1m E. ·si:r.~
Y!lli~

£. Si:e:

Attac!:::Ients
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J:ccommc·ndnlion (2)
The Presict-nt :;hould by E~ecutive Order pr(•hihit the fT.-\ from
the collection of infc.rr.tation ;.!hout the com£:.::tic acth·itie::- of
t~nited States citizens (whe:thcr
lJ,·
'\
.
. overt or conrt means). the
. e\·aluation. correbtit".n. and di:::-:.£:r.tination of analy:'c:: or reports about =-uch :u.:ti\.·itics. and the .st<•ra~t- of $Ut:h inft,rm~tiun.
With ext·eption5 for the- following t·atc~ories of per~on~ or :a·-

:

...

th·ities:

....

a. Persons prc~entl,y or forrnc-rly :tffiHatccl. or bcin~ con; sidercd for a:iiliatiCJn. "~ith the CIA. directly or indirectly.
":or otqcr.:: who require clearance by the CIA to rcctive cla::::i·fied information:
b. Per5hl1S or acth-ities that po::-c a. clear t'hreat 1o cr..\ facilities or personnel. provided that propl·r coordination with
the :F~I is accom;Jli::hed·,
c. Persons s1!~pec:ed of c:;;Jiona~e or other illegal acth·i~
tics rclatin~ to forei~n intt'lli~ence. provit"!"ed that pro11cr co. __ ordination with :he FBi is act:t• ~' p ii..;itccl.
d. Ir.formation which· is retc!n~<l int:idc;;tal to ap?ropriate
CIA acth·itics may he transr.tittcd to :l.ll :tr,:cncy with :q)jlro·
priate juri::c!iction. i;-~ducling bw enf,•rccmtnt ar,:endc.::.
('ollcc:tion of inform:1.tion from nDrmal library ~ourccs such :-!.5
newspapers. b(loks. m:!~azincs :~nd other ~ut:h document$ is not
to l>c afTccte:d by this order.
- lnform:1.tinn currently hcin~ maintained which i$ incon~i;.;tcnt
with tl1c orc!cr ~hould he dc::tro_yt:cl at the c:ondu;o;ion of thc_c:ur·
n-nt. c:on~rc:-::ional invc~ti~ations or-as ~oon thereafter as per:nitt cd b~· Ia w.
.
Tite ·(.i.·,. ~ho~i,l ~'-=' ;,.,,:; . :L~!:· ;:\.·:. ~~-=- :::.~ f:!:!: ::.:-:d !'!!~!!!~:'.!~ ~11
t~i:ttcrial int.·on:.i~tt'nt with the orclt'r.
· The order !'hould be is~uccl after l"Onsultation with the ::'\atior.al ·
. ~Cl·urity roundl. the .:\ttOl"IH:y r.cnt·ral. :tncl the Din·c:tor of (entrOll lnll·lli.!,;L:Jlr.e. _uu· n1odifi~·ation of the order would he permittctl only tlu·ou~h puhli=-1,cd amcntlme~l1~.
')'~
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(2)

I hope this recommendation is not read as proposing to prohibit

the CIA from collecting information
activities of U.S. citizens.

--·

•

~ fo~eizn

areas about domestic

l.rithin the United States we can rely on

--=other agen~ies to provide intelligence on threats to the President or
to other Secret Service protectees and on qther illegal activities such

:

as narcotics traffic to th~ appropri:?-te enforcement agency.
countries, however,

w~

do need to call upon the CIA from

In foreign

~ioe

to time

·for active support in obtaining intelligence on the activities of
individuals, including ti~s. citizens, who are potential threats to
·persons under Secret Service

pto~ection.

in many countries

Simil~rly,

•

f

the CIA is the best or only source of information on narcotics
trafficking
by.U.S. citizens and others.
,
The proposed Executive Order should not prohibit the CIA from
collect~ng intelligence in r"oreign areas about the domestic activities

of United States citizens

~ho

are potential threats to persons under

Secret Service protection or who may be engaged in narcotics trafficking
ana transferring such intelligence to the appropriate

enforce~ent

agency.
•
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Rccommc·ndation (3) .· ·'
,. .
. The Pres:idcnt s11ould- recommend to Con;ress the cs!abli::hracnt
of a Joint Committee en Intelli~ence toass~me :11e ovcr.si;ht role
currently played by the Armed Servi.~cs Commit fees.

:
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(3)

f

I concur in this recocmendation arid assuoe the proposed Joint
Committee on Intellig:-!nce would have oversight over all foreign intelligence
activities, not only those of the CIA.

I would suggest, however, that

it should not be given jurisdiction over the purely domestic information-

gathering_activities of such

la~

enforcenent agencies as the Customs

Revenue Service which are already well covered by other committees of
the Congress.

The Joint Cocmittee should recruit a highly competent

professional staff of the quality displayed by the professional staffs
of the Joint Committee on·Internal Revenue Taxation and the Joint
Economic Cotlr!littee.

This would obviate any

ne~

for participation by

an inexpert outside agency like the GAO in the audit, manage:::1ent anc
~

d~rection

of sensitive intelligence activities.

In establishing such a Joint

c~~ittee,

the Congress should be

_urged to consider the need for protecting the security of intelligence_
activities as well as its concern for effective oversight.

Fixing

·-·

realistic maximum terms for

membe~ship

on the

as cotnzlittee chairman, shoulci be consicitrc::d-

Ci~

co~ittee

uuc::

wc::c~.ti:»

and for service

.•

vj;; ci.::.hi.;;;ing

the necessary balance.
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Recomm,·ndaUon (:),.

..

.
•

~On!:rcss should d\·e c::.:·d~I considcr;ttion to the GUcsUon •
\\·hcthcr the bt:G!,;ct of t!•~ CIA ~!•ould not, at Jc::.st to sor.~c extent, l:e made public, p::.:·!:t:\.!l::.dy in yj~w
the pruYiSiCt!<;S of
.~rticlc I, Section 9, Clause; of the Constitution.
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cm~·:e~T~ u~

REcmrtE~DATIO:l

,
A number of CIA's activities are relatively open and the budgetary

..

.·

(4)

outlays for certain of these programs could probably be made public
without any dacage to the national security (e. g., programs of economic
research or perha?s more broadly, all research and analysis).

for sensitive prograns (e.g., aerial intelligence photography) should not
be revealed, however, nor should expenditures for certain sensitive

..

.

.

categories of activities such as covert operations and.prograiJ.s for

.·

collection of information through technical means.
~are shoul~

also be taken to avoid releasing information

enable unauthroized persons to derive sensi:ive
.·

in~ormation

whic~

would

by indirection

or information which would enab"le such persons to "home in" on sensitive
.

areas.

.

.

Since .the total intelligence budget i~~quite large and much of!:

.

is in support of collection progr~ involving technologically advanczd
equipment, publication of the total budget--particularly if acco~panied

.

by the release of figures on the more open prograws--would create a
·clamor for
going.

It .::ould also result in intensive probing by unauthorized
..,~

persons-~foreign

by these funds
.

and domestic--to find

a~d

..

ou~ ~hat progr~~s

are suppprted

r.he level oi funding-for eacn progra;n.

~

.....

\I

pu~lic

as to where all of the hidden axpenditures are

info~ation

•

l.

l

Budgeting

..

•

.,

. ·'

• I·

,

l

,I
' - .. _.

•

.. .

:

••

..

•

..

'·

Rttommcr:dc:lion (5)
..
"'
. a .. 1;hc fu:tc!ions of the Pre!:'i~~:tt"s Fnr!:·!.;n Intellig-ence Ac!\"i•
sory U•.tud ~!:o;.:ld l,;e ex:l:!nc!ed to bcbcc o••cr~i~!1t of the CIA.
This eXP.:?.nrled oversi;ht "hoard should be ·-compo::cd of .c!i~tin
guishcd citizens \\;!h varying h:-tck~TOl.!~cs ar.d experience. It
should be headed by a full-time ch:drm:?.n :inc should have a fulltime staff :!.p:>ropriate to its rotc. It:: functions related to the CIA ·
~hould inch.H!c:
•
1. As:o:~ssinr.: compliance, by the CI.\ with its st..""l.tutory
authority.
.
!. Asscssin1; the 'tuaiHy of forci~n ir:!e!li~cnce collection~
3• .Assessing the 'luality of ·rorci;n intc!li~~nce estimates.
.S. Asscs:--ing the quality of the or;aniz:~tion of the CIA.
5. Assessing the qu:llity of the r.~:1n::;.;c::•C'ht of the CL\.
G. :Ot:J.!iin~ rccomr:.1cnc:ations with r~;.;;;~ct to :he :!.1Jo\·c subjects to the Prc~idcnt and t:~c Dir.:c!or or. Central Intdlis;cncc, a.nc1, wl:crc a~-pro;Jri::!c. the .\ttorr:ey General.

•

b. The Board ~~oulu lta\"e acce:s~ to all infor:n:1.tion in the CL~
It should be authorized to audit and i:n-csti:;atc CL\. cxp~nditurcs
and actiYitics on its own initi:!.tiH~.
·c. 1'h~ Insp~ctor General of the CIA should be a.uthorizt-d
report directly to the ~o:!.rd. after h::.vin; notified the Dircdot· of
Ccnt:-:11 Intclli;cnce, in cases he deems :liJpro;>riate.

to

•

...... .

.•

.,

•
•

•••

•'·1-

•

....

•

- .. -

•

-2-

•

•

More importantly, I believe that it is essential that the Board's
oversight responsibilities be perceived by the public as
and regular review.process.
•
-by going

a~ ongoir~

This can best be accomplished, in my view,

a step further than is proposed in the Commission's

reco~-

mendation. Section "C" proposes that the Inspector Genrral of the CLA..
~e authorized to report directiy to the FIAB after notifying the Director

of Central Intelligence in cases he· iee=.s appropriate.

I suggest t'b..at

·-

the_reporting relation between the Inspector General and the.Bcari ce
strengthened and

fo~~Jized•

I also believe that an important

norki~g

-relationship should be developed between the FL;3 and the CIA Gene~al
'\.

Counsel, as the latter

pos~tion

is proposei to be restructured (see-

Recommendation 10).
The General Counsel and Inspector General ~auld each appear

-------

sonally, outside of the

presen~e

of

ot~er

Clft. officials, before

- FIAB to report on the sufficiency of the agency's

co~pliance

t~e

effc=ts

any CIA activities that either official vie·.::e:l as beyond. the age::.c:r' s
charter.

Of

course, the Board would conduct such other inquiries· as

it deemed appropriate to satisfy itself of the propriety ani effectiveness of CL~ operations.
If, after -i.ts "l."'erl-ew., ·:j;be ~.a had no reason to believe that t'r..e

agency had violated its statutory authority, the Board would make public
.a written finding to that_ effect.

Any

shortcc~ings

would be reportei

promptly to the President and the officials responsible for remedial
•

.

..

.,.

•

...

.

.....

:

..

,

..

.•

•
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I think

th~t

c:r

;:r::cc-:.:::-S8ATIO!J (5)

it is very ioportant that the President's Foreign

Intelligence Advisory Board be strengthenei by increasing its respon-

of·d~onstra~ei.integrity

distinction ani leaders
'

I

Con~ess,

in assuring the President, the

.

can be very effective

ani the public of the integrity,

as well as the quality, of our intelligence operations.
J

It is important that all of the

~P~~e~s

of the

Advise~ 3oa~i

the personal trust and.coP-fiience of t~e ?restie~t.

The Chair=an of

.'

the Board should be a person of pu"'::l.licly d.e::.onstra ted leaiershl.p a:d
integrity "t·tho shoul:i have free ani :iirect access to the Presiier:t to

..

discuss the Boar-:1' s work.
would like to see in a
-member of the Beard.

A man who best

Chair~::.an

I

'

you appoint him Chair=an of

~f.

The Board is·already carrying out
noted in the

Cc~ission r~port

the c;.ualities I

is George Shultz, vTho is already a

reco~end t~at

the Advisory Board.

exe~plifies

ce~tain

of the

responsicili~ies-

(e.g., assessing the quality of

fcrei~n

~

intelligence
_proposed,

es~).

pa~ticularly

_,J:n vi.e"'.w d .. ±'ho .ai:lltional responsibilities.

with

resp~ct

to :n.3's role in "assessin; cc:l-

pliance by the CIA \-lith statutory authority", w-e would. suggest that it
(

i

'

would be appropriate for the Boar-:1 to

in the pa.st.

.

.

•

~eet

more frequently

tP~n

it has

..
-3-

•

•

action.

The Board should also establish procedures for effective

follow-up.on

the.icple~entation

reco~eni~tions.

of its

A proced.ure such as that outlined above wou:!..d serve to assure the
-.--~·-

public that adequate independent oversight of CIA activities was taking
place, while lir:liting the .risk that the
;

compromised

ag.~ncy's

.

~hrough

release

of·info~tion·

mission

~·rould

be ·

about sensitive operations.

Having the two senior CIA officials responsible for conitoring the.
agency's activities report to the

?L~3

would provide a useful e:<ternal

check on Agency conduct th2.t is not no•,r available.

The fact that CIA

operations would be subject tq revieN by distinguished citizens who
wou1d be giving their public

assu::an~e

tr..at

th~/

;,re!"e satisfied as to

the propriety of CL~ activities ~jould. prov-iie a significant :iegree of'
,
accountability 'that is nc~-1 absent.
In addition to providing an essurance to the klerican people
_ the CIA was operating wi thi::J. the bou..."lis of i t·s authority, t!:le Board
would maintain its ioportant role iri reporting to the Presi~ent hon
·-effectively the CIA was carrying out its cission to render an assessment of the quality of the CIA's

perfo~ance.

As well as working through the Inspector General and General

Co~~sel

at CIA, the Board. wil1 have the .resources ..of other CIA components
available to it and will continue to draw· on the vie,-rs of other dep:1::::-tments .and agencies concerned with intelligence activities.

The Board

·will. also have the benefit of reports and recor.t:uendations made by the

,

·~

...

. .
~

...

·~

•

.•

......
....

-

-4•

Joint

Congressio~al

Coomittee.

Thus, it would be unnecessarily dupli-

cs.tive to buil:l up a large staff to perform investigatory functions,
although a scall

.

-

pe~nent

staff or secretariat definitely woul:l be

essential~

•

.-.

•

..
I

r

..
••
.....

..

-~

...

.

•

. ..

-

•

'\

.

•

•
•.

,•

Rccommcndalinn (10)
a. The Director should review the compo5ition and oper:I.tion

-~

of the Office of G~neral (oun:-:el :tnd the de::r~e to which this
office is con~ultcd to determine whether the J.::ency is recei\·in;
adequate le:;:I.I a~sistance and· reprt:~en!ation in \·iew of current
requirements.
h. Con~ic!c!ration 5hould he ;..!'iven ·to me:!:-:u:·e~ which ~\·ould
strcn:,:thcn the or.ic_c·:; pr(,fc~sional ca:x~hiliti'e ...; ::nd re:'ource::; includin~. :unnn:.!' other rhin;:s. {1} occa:;ion:lllr t<:iJartin:; from the
existing practice of hiring Iawye:rs fr.om w~t!-.in th~ ..\g('ncy to
bring in seasoned lawyers fro!';l prh·ate practice :lS ,\·ell :ts to hire
law school ~-r?.d!.!~t.;s without prior CI.:\ experh:nce; C2) occ:!.sionaJJ.r ass!~r~inr; ,;\~~n~;y law~"tr$ to 5~n-c a to•!r of c!uty el5-e·
where in the gonrnr.•ent to expand thdr expcrie:nc~; (3) encour~g
ing Jan·yers to participate in outsic!e profcs~ional :tctiYitics.
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(10)

I concur in this

reco~mendation.

In addition to the internal .

review and staffing changes proposed, I believe there should be a
significant restructuring of the position of the CIA General Counsel
in the agency organization and his role· in the agency operations.

• .

should be filled by Presidential
The position of General Couns~l
. -.
.

:

confir~ati~n,

appointment, with Senate

and he should be given

specific responsibility to review the legality of all agency operations.
· If the position were

~

Presidential appointment with Senate · ·

confirmation, it should attract lawyers of high ability and stature
from both inside and outside the Governreent.

An open

appoint~ent

'\,.

process should bring to

th~

office an attorney with a broader perspective

and sensitivity for over-all public policy concerns.

Attracting an

individual who can provide an independent over-view I:s important, for

.

oc-casionally the interests of national security may conflict· with
-.public policy norms.· A Presidentially appointed General Counsel whose
tenure in office is not determined by the officials whom he advises
vould benefit both the CIA and the public interest.

Such a General

Counsel would be able to render unpopular legal opinions

~"i.th

the ma:dmum

detachment and independence attainable within.a Government organization.
The General Counsel should be responsible for making a thorough
and continuing review of the legality of all CIA procedures and activities
to be certain that the agency lives \·7ithin its charter.
rules should preclude presenting a proposed project for
General Counsel.

His "ni!cd to know" should
•

b~

No secrecy
revie~-1

grounded on

th~

by_ the
need to

•

...... _

...

•

-2-

..............

~--

square the agency's activities with the constitutional and statutory
principles of a free society.
· Recommendation (9) proposes that the Office of Inspector General
be upgraded and that the Inspector General be given responsibility to
-:conduct periodic reviews of all CIA offices within the United States.
:
. . ·.

The General Counsel should work closely

w~th

the

Inspe~tor

General.

The exchange of information bet~een ~he two ofticials, one of whom
would be concerned with reviewing indi~idual.operations, and the other
examining what organizational components were doing on a periodic basis,
Would provide a useful cross-check of over-all agency activities.
addition, both officials should.report on a regular basis to the

"'

In

.

Pres-ident's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, or to.Thatever other executi...-e

..

branch entity is to be given an oversight role over foreign intelligence
gathering activities, and should have direct access to that entity when
the occasion demands it.
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R~commer.aation

(2.f)

..

The CIA should ..strictly adhere to established legal procedures
a:o,·crning access to federal income tax information.
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•

The Internal Revenue Service is investigating the circumstances
vhich led to unauthorized release of income tax information and this
recommendation.

The Internal Revenue Service will then determine

•
whether any additional steps should be taken within the Service to assure
;

.,

•t

. -.

. that all futu~e C~ntral I~telligence Agency· access to income ta-< in forma-

.

tion is afforded only upon strict; ccmpliance '\~ith established procedures

.
I

and rules

•t

••
I

governing such disclosure •
• • ..:· '·-. #.·

'
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·Recommendation· (26)
a. A single and cxdusive high--level channel shou.id be estab-

:

-

.

lished for transmission of all \Yhite House staff requests to the
CIA. This ch:tnneJ should run between an omccr of the Xational Security Council staff desi;nated b~· the President and the office
of the Director or his De-pu.ty.
•
b. All Agency officers and employees should be instructed that
.any direction or request rc:lching them directly and out of r<>~u
larly established ·ch<tn:-te!s should be immediately re:portc:d to the .
- -. Director of Central Intelli;;ence.
-· -

.

.
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•

•

.
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( 26)

•
I support the objective of this

.•

reco~~endation.

It should not

be required, however, that this exclusive.channel be used also for
transmitting routine intelligence reports and analyses required in
support of foreign policy formulation, negotiations, or other nonsensitive White House matter.

;

Counsel and

Inspec~or

The strengthened and independent General

General can provide an effective check on misuse

of the normal channels of communication

'i

~or

:I 1
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such material.
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Recommendation (30)
The Director of Central Intclli~e:r:cc and the Director of the
FBI 'should prepare anc! submit for appr~\·al by the :\ation:tl
Securit): Council a detailed a;;reement settin~ forth the jurisdiction of e:tch ag-ency and proYicing- for effective Iiai::on wi~h
respect to all m~tters of mutual concern. This ~;reement slu,uld
be consistent with the pro\·i~io>1S of Ja.w and \\·ith other a.pi)lic~ble
recomrnend:t tions of this f!cpoJ·t.
•
•.
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1 believe it would be desirable to have written agreements
..
bet~een

the CIA and .all other Departments and agencies from which the

CIA'receives or to which it provides special support.
enforcement
units of the Treasury
.
. .
~f

~epart~ent

Since law

constitute a large proportion

the Fede=al law enforcement coomunity, I believe each of thee should.

have clearly defined relationships with the·CIA.

As a minimum, such

,agreements should provide a liaison channel to insure that the

typ~

of

support being provided has the approval of senior officials in the agencies
concerned.

In some instances, j..t may be ap?ropriate to spell out the
'\.

relationship in

detail as in the CIA-Secret Service

so~e

W"qere possible, t:hose

.

relations~ips

~

...
--·

...

•

• ••

•

.

should be wade generally know--n to

the public.·

...

agre~ent.

